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Abstract
A variety of forensic methods have been developed to identify falsiﬁed photos, each uniﬁed
by the ability to estimate and detect properties of a photo that are perturbed by forgery.
There exist, however, many photos in which the required properties cannot be estimated.
We present an approach to detect forgery in these photos. We use this approach to detect physically inconsistent shadows and shading in photos for which it is not possible to
estimate the associated lighting properties. Speciﬁcally, we develop a method to detect
inconsistent shadows cast by point and area light sources when a strict shadow-to-object
correspondence cannot be estimated. We further develop a method to detect inconsistencies
between shadows and the shading on objects when object geometry is only partially known,
and when objects are photographed under unknown perspective. We conclude by describing
prior methods that can be generalized to analyze photos in which estimation is not possible.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Photographic forgery has a history nearly as old as photography itself, with forgeries dating
as early as the mid 1800s. Ironically, with the invention of the photograph to chronicle our
visual history, photographic forgery soon provided an equally powerful tool for deception.
The deceptive realism of such forgery was exploited by Stalin, Mao, Hilter, Mussolni, and
Castro in attempts to alter history, and this deception continues today, Figure 1.1. Forgeries
now inﬂuence nearly every aspect of our world from politics, to science, to law, and even to
our self-image as impossibly perfect models routinely grace magazine covers. Yet modern
forgeries are much easier to concoct than those in history. Digital technology has quickly
placed into the hands of all, low-cost tools that have transformed the once expensive and
challenging art of photo forgery. Tools that distinguish forgeries, however, lag behind. Such
photo authentication tools are critical because they restrict the number of people capable
of forgery, and can begin to restore our trust in photography.

1.1

Forensics

In the absence of an embedded watermark or digital signature with which to authenticate a
photo, forensic methods assume that forgery will perturb properties of a photo that result
from its digital processing, or from the physical characteristics of the optics and scene.
Forgery can be detected by estimating these digital or physical properties, and measuring
the extent to which they diﬀer from their appropriate values.
In this section, we survey forensics from the perspective of the digital and physical
properties that are estimated by forensic methods. An italicized summary is provided with
each property for readers who wish to quickly survey the ﬁeld. This summary is followed
by an explanation of the methods that have been developed. For brevity, only the broader
strategies, strengths, and weaknesses are described.
Prior surveys are roughly organized by property with only slightly less (and diﬀerent)
emphasis [199, 213, 170, 65, 12, 165, 137, 220, 180]. By emphasizing the estimated properties,
we identify common challenges and strategies. References are listed in chronological order.
1

Figure 1.1: In this doctored photograph (left), taken in 1939, Adolf Hitler had Joseph Goebbels
removed from the original photograph (right, second from the right). It remains unclear why exactly
Goebbels fell out of favor with Hitler.

1.1.1

Digital properties

Modern cameras represent images digitally: light is digitized by an optical sensor, computationally transformed, and stored in a digital format. Subsequent photo modiﬁcations, which
may constitute forgery, also operate within this digital domain. These digital processes give
photos properties that are often visually subtle, and may be inadvertently modiﬁed, or
created, by forgery. A diversity of forensic methods have therefore been proposed to estimate digital properties, and measure diﬀerences between those properties and their typical
values.
Noise
Photos contain both scene content and various types of noise. In typical settings, the noise is
visually subtle, both because it is suppressed by cameras, and because it is often disregarded
by observers. When photos are modiﬁed, noise is nonetheless aﬀected. For example, if
a region of an image is brightened, noise may be ampliﬁed. Forgeries might therefore be
detected by estimating noise properties, and measuring the extent to which they diﬀer from
their typical values.
A useful property of noise results from natural variations in the photo-sensitivity of individual pixels. This non-uniformity in pixel sensitivity imposes on the image a multiplicative
noise pattern that is unique to every camera, and may be disturbed by forgery. For example,
this noise pattern may be disturbed if a region is spliced into a photo. Photo tampering
can be detected by estimating the noise pattern in a photo, and measuring the extent to
which it diﬀers from the typical pattern that should be observed. The typical noise pattern
is unique to each camera, and must be pre-computed from the camera that produced the
photo [76, 139, 43, 42, 262, 75, 34, 35]. Performance is degraded for cameras that perform
lens correction, digital zoom, and compression, which distort the pattern; methods have
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been developed to mitigate these issues [84, 83, 155]. A talented forger might insert fake
noise [23, 214, 82], although some defenses exist against such attacks [86, 85].
When the camera-speciﬁc noise pattern of a photo is unknown, the level of noise can
be assumed to be uniform across a photo. This uniformity may be violated when photos
are falsiﬁed. For example, non-uniform levels of noise may be introduced if multiple photos
are spliced together, or regions of a photo are brightened. Methods have therefore been
proposed to estimate the noise level within regions, and to detect regions in which the noise
level diﬀers [195, 194, 171, 166, 89, 202]. Similarly, such generic noise properties have also
been used to classify photos as computer generated or real [120, 53], and to detect brightness
or contrast changes [58, 59].
Methods that measure diﬀerences in noise properties are attractive because techniques
to estimate noise are well established. The use of photo-sensitivity noise is, however, only
applicable when the camera is known, and inconsistent levels of noise may be visible to
human observers. Further, methods that estimate noise properties are typically sensitive to
compression and resizing of photos [196, 83].
Pixel correlation
Photos are encoded by discrete pixel values that may become correlated with their neighbors
when photos are digitally processed. Such correlations are common but typically imperceptible. When photos are modiﬁed, however, pixel correlations may be destroyed or introduced.
For example, if a photo is enlarged, pixel values must be interpolated, and this may introduce linear correlations between neighboring pixels. Forgeries might therefore be detected by
estimating the extent to which neighboring pixels are correlated, and measuring when this
correlation property diﬀers from a typical photo.
One source of pixel correlation results from the process that cameras use to construct
color images. Cameras sample color at alternating pixels in each color channel of an image,
and must interpolate to recover the missing samples. This interpolation creates color samples that are correlated with their neighbors. Furthermore, the locations of these correlated
pixels are periodic (because color samples alternate). When a photo is modiﬁed, these periodic correlations may be destroyed. For example, non-linear operations such as median
ﬁltering may destroy these correlations. Forgeries can therefore be detected by estimating
the degree to which neighboring pixel values are related (correlated) according to known
color interpolation algorithms. When these correlations are not periodic, photo modiﬁcation
is detected [71, 99, 55, 60, 100, 54, 205, 202, 121]. Similarly, it is possible to estimate the
color interpolation coeﬃcients, rather than the induced periodicity, as the digital property
that evidences forgery [30, 243, 242, 242, 241, 239, 240]. The absence of color interpolation
has been used to detect computer rendered images [55, 81].
Pixel correlations are also created by forgery, which often requires that regions of a
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probability ( )

Figure 1.2: Pixel correlations are introduced when photos are resized, rotated, or otherwise resampled. Shown in the top row is an original photo (left), an estimation of the probability that each
pixel is linearly correlated with its neighbors (middle), and the Fourier transform of this probability
map (right). Shown in the bottom row is a photo that has been reduced by 10%. Resizing introduces
periodic correlations between pixels, which introduces periodic patterns into the probability map
(center). These periodic patterns can be detected as spikes in the Fourier domain (right). Figure
due to Popescu and Farid [204].

photo be resized, rotated, or otherwise resampled. Resampling operations introduce periodic correlations that are distinct from those produced by camera color interpolation.
Photo modiﬁcations that entail resampling can therefore be detected by estimating the periodicity of pixel correlations that result from resampling algorithms, and measuring when
this periodicity is present in a photo [69, 26, 68, 146, 125, 130, 152, 169, 167, 123, 164,
200, 207, 80, 202, 206]. Figure 1.2 illustrates one such approach. Similarly, if resizing or
rotation has been applied, it is possible to estimate the rotation or resizing values, rather
than the induced periodicity of correlations, as the digital property that evidences photo
modiﬁcation [198, 51, 50, 52, 255, 254].
Pixel correlations are also created when photos are subjected to median ﬁltering. Such
ﬁltering may be applied within a camera to suppress noise, or during forgery to hide photo
manipulation. It is nonetheless useful in forensics to determine when median ﬁltering has
been performed. Median ﬁltering increases the probability that adjacent pixels have the
same value [19], which can be viewed as a correlation. Unlike resampling, correlations that
result from median ﬁltering are not periodic. Statistical properties of these correlations
can however be estimated to detect median ﬁltering [31, 32, 260, 29, 129]. Similarly, it is
possible to estimate a linear approximation to the median ﬁlter as the digital property that
4
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Figure 1.3: Distinct image statistics are introduced when a falsiﬁed JPEG photo is resaved in JPEG
format. This double-JPEG compression introduces periodic artifacts into the histogram of DCT
coeﬃcients. Shown in the top row is a normally-distributed signal, which represents a hypothetical
histogram of DCT coeﬃcients. In a ﬁrst JPEG compression, these coeﬃcients are quantized by a
factor of 3 (middle). In a second JPEG compression, the singly-quantized signal is expanded back
to its original range of 128 and subsequently requantized by a factor of 2 (bottom). Because the
second quantization factor is smaller than the ﬁrst, periodic gaps are introduced; this periodicity
can be measured as evidence of double-JPEG compression. Figure due to Popescu and Farid [202].

is used to detect forgery [243].
Methods based upon pixel correlation are attractive because this property is typically
visually imperceptible, and pixel correlations are common in photos. Pixel correlations can
be destroyed, however, by benign modiﬁcations such as JPEG compression or resizing [141,
124, 255, 177, 127, 82, 126, 164]. This diﬃculty has motivated more robust methods for
detecting resampling [26, 130, 177]. In the case of color interpolation, it is desirable that
inter-pixel correlations are easily destroyed, as the absence of such correlations evidences
forgery. Color interpolation correlations can, however, be inserted during forgery to simulate
an authentic photo [128].
Image statistics
Photos are not random collections of pixels, and are therefore governed by a variety of
statistical properties. Such statistics may be diﬃcult to visually identify in an individual
photo. When photos are modiﬁed, however, image statistics may be disturbed. For example,
if a region is spliced into a photo, an unnaturally sharp edge may be introduced. Forgeries
might therefore be detected by estimating statistical properties, and measuring the extent to
which they diﬀer from their typical values.
5

A diversity of natural image statistics can be used to characterize images, and may
be disrupted by forgery. For example, statistically-based methods have been developed
to detect image splicing. Statistical properties that have been considered include joint
probability distributions of colors and gray-level co-occurrence matrices (to characterize
texture), statistical properties of wavelet coeﬃcients and multi-size block DCTs, correlations between wavelet coeﬃcients, Markov transition probabilities, phase congruency
and bicoherence (to characterize sharp edges), auto-regression coeﬃcients, image quality
metrics, and binary similarity measures. Forgery is typically detected by training classiﬁers to the measure the extent to which such statistics diﬀer from their natural values [160, 90, 248, 56, 223, 36, 87, 222, 11, 78, 88, 247, 5, 181, 67, 61]. Similar statistical features have been used to determine if a photo is computer-generated or photorealistic [49, 153, 256, 143, 192, 33, 191, 217, 238, 37, 212, 252, 158, 161, 179, 178, 67].
Image statistics can also be used to detect unrealistic color combinations [135].
In addition to natural image statistics, many photos are stored in a compressed format such as JPEG, which introduces distinct statistical properties. The most well studied
statistics result when JPEG images are modiﬁed and subsequently recompressed in JPEG
format. JPEG compression performs a discrete cosine transformation (DCT) on image
blocks, and quantizes the resulting DCT coeﬃcients into a smaller range. When JPEG images are recompressed, the already-quantized coeﬃcients are requantized into a new range.
This may introduce periodic artifacts into the histogram of the DCT coeﬃcients [206].
These doubly-compressed JPEG images can therefore be identiﬁe by detecting periodicity in the DCT histogram, and measuring when it is more signiﬁcant than that found in
singly-compressed images [39, 149, 168, 197, 92, 206, 202]. Figure 1.3 illustrates this approach. Additional statistical properties have been proposed including periodicity in the
image domain [40, 70, 38, 157], and Benford’s law in the DCT domain [138, 79]. Small
doubly-compressed regions can also be detected [261, 249, 17, 267, 64, 149, 258, 92]. And,
many improvements have been developed [15, 16, 40, 74, 6, 97, 47, 148, 209, 224, 154].
JPEG compression statistics have also been used to detect resizing [257, 218] and median
ﬁltering [47].
Statistical properties of the image histogram can be used to characterize common photo
manipulations. For example, brightening a photo may introduce unnatural gaps or peaks
into the histogram. Such changes call into question the originality of a photo. Histogram
statistics have been used to detect brightness and contrast adjustments [162, 227, 226, 228,
225], although the evidence can be hidden [28]. The statistical eﬀects of sharpening or
blurring have also been considered [27, 24, 47, 145], along with content-adaptive re-scaling
(seam carving) [72].
Methods based upon statistical properties are attractive because a diversity of statistics
have been studied in prior work, they are often imperceptible to observers, and they are
readily combined with classiﬁers to automate forgery detection. Double JPEG compression
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Figure 1.4: Unnaturally similar regions are introduced by forgery when regions are copied and
pasted within a photo. These so-called copy-paste forgeries are typically used to hide objects. For
example, two people are photographed in an authentic image (top left). Highly regular textures
are copied to hide one subject without drawing attention to the manipulation (bottom left). This
creates pairs of regions that correspond. The region correspondence property of a photo can be
conceptualized as a graph in which edges identify the corresponding regions (top right). The graph
shown here has been pruned to show only geometrically regular correspondences, which do not occur
naturally. Corresponding regions that are unnaturally similar are retained as evidence of forgery
(bottom right). Figure due to Pan and Lyu [193].

can be hidden [229, 231, 230], although this can be detected [244, 245]. Most statistical
properties are, however, typically sensitive to resizing and compression, including those that
detect double JPEG compression.
Region correspondence
Photos naturally contain regions that are similar, such as patches of grass or sky, which
visually correspond to one another. This property can be exploited when falsifying a photo.
For example, a region of grass can be copied and pasted elsewhere in a photo to cover an
object without drawing an observer’s attention to the manipulation. These so-called copypaste forgeries, may however create an unnatural pattern, and degree, of similarity between
regions. Forgeries might therefore be detected by estimating region correspondences, and
measuring when they diﬀer from those found in natural photos.
Region correspondence can be viewed as a natural property of photos. Conceptually,
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this property is a graph in which edges are drawn between corresponding regions, and
are weighted according to the degree of region similarity. In authentic photos, correspondences (edges) are typically directed randomly in the photo, and regions are similar but
not identical (e.g., low edge weights). When a photo is modiﬁed by copying and pasting
a region, correspondences may become geometrically regular, and regions may be nearly
identical. Forensic methods have therefore been developed to eﬃciently estimate region
correspondence graphs.
The most common strategy to estimate region correspondence involves dividing a photo
into overlapping blocks, compressing the blocks, sorting the compressed blocks to ﬁnd those
that correspond identically, and removing spurious correspondences which are not geometrically regular in some way. The resulting graph is then visually examined to detect
forgery [22, 21, 101, 175, 8, 215, 20, 13, 147, 246, 113, 142, 263, 7, 57, 140, 163, 176, 136,
156, 10, 203, 77]. Many of these techniques compute rotation and scale invariant properties
from blocks, which improves matching when copied regions have been rotated and warped
before pasting. Alternative strategies employ keypoint detectors such as SIFT, rather than
blocks [111, 2, 193, 4, 18, 3, 98, 98, 115]. Figure 1.4 illustrates a SIFT-based approach. Comparisons between the various approaches have been performed [46, 44, 45]; both strategies
are competitive. Image noise has also been used to estimate region correspondence [196].
Methods based upon region correspondence are attractive, rather than more general
forensic approaches, because this unique property can aid forgery detection. Region correspondence is, however, diﬃcult to estimate, and unnatural region correspondence properties
can be diﬃcult to deﬁne and detect. Such methods may also be sensitive to resizing and
compression [184].
Camera response
Photos encode pixel values according to a non-linear mapping from the radiance of the light
that strikes the sensor. This mapping is known as the camera response function. Although
the response function aﬀects image brightness, it is diﬃcult to visually observe in a photo.
When photos are modiﬁed, however, the camera response function may be aﬀected. For
example, if two images are spliced together, a photo may comprise two distinct camera
response functions. Forgeries might therefore be detected by estimating camera response
properties, and measuring the extent to which they diﬀer within a photo.
The camera response function of a photo is typically monotonically increasing and
smooth, and it is straightforward to estimate if both the image brightness and original
radiance values are known. Radiance is however rarely known. Camera response may
nonetheless be estimated from pixel intensity if the form of the response function is constrained. Methods have therefore been proposed to estimate camera response in a photo,
and diﬀerences between estimates can be used to detect forgery. Such methods have used
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histogram properties [25], information from points in the image where the change in radiance is approximately linear [96, 183, 95, 182, 94], information from edges [150], and
high-order signal correlations (bicoherence) [206, 202].
Methods based upon camera response are attractive because cameras typically employ
unknown response functions, and are therefore rarely corrected by a naive forger. There
is also evidence that estimation of camera response can be robust JPEG compression [96].
These methods, however, may suﬀer if cameras employ similar response functions. Camera
response is also a global manipulation, and might therefore be easily corrected.
Metadata
Photos are encoded with metadata properties that describe camera settings which were used
during capture. Much of this metadata can be arbitrarily chosen by the camera manufacturer, and the combination of many such arbitrary choices may be distinct to the camera
make and model. When photos are modiﬁed, however, metadata is typically changed by
photo-editing software. Modiﬁed photos might therefore be detected by extracting metadata
properties, and measuring the extent to which they diﬀer from the metadata that is produced
by known cameras.
A diversity of metadata properties may be embedded in the header of digital photos.
Methods that use metadata for forensic purposes build databases of the property values
that are employed by digital cameras of diﬀering makes and models. Such databases can be
built by downloading original photos from internet photo-sharing websites. Useful metadata
properties have included JPEG compression parameters (quantization tables and Huﬀman
codes for each color channel), parameters of the embedded JPEG “thumbnail” image (quantization tables and Huﬀman codes), as well as the number of additional discretionary data
elements (EXIF ﬁelds such as GPS data) [118, 116, 63, 134, 62, 1]. These metadata properties have been shown to be highly distinct: databases have been built which comprise
thousands of cameras.
Methods based upon metadata are attractive because such properties are easily estimated from a photo — the appropriate ﬁelds are simply extracted from the header. Furthermore, large numbers of photos can be quickly scanned. These properties, however, only
help to determine if a photo is unmodiﬁed, rather than to detect tampering. Metadata can
also be modiﬁed without impacting image content, and this aids forgery.
Summary
Digitally-based forensic methods have considered the properties of noise, pixel correlation,
image statistics, region correspondence, camera response, and metadata. These properties
are useful for forensics because they are present in most photos, their estimation is typically
well-posed, their computation can be automated for the analysis of many photos, and they
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are typically visually imperceptible.
While the visual subtlety of digital properties is important, methods are typically sensitive to resizing and compression, which destroys such subtle visual information. Sensitivity
varies among methods, but a rule of thumb might be stated that downsizing by 50% and
compressing at 75% JPEG quality will destroy the currently-employed digital properties.
This nearly universal attack is troubling because it is naively employed when photos are
distributed on the internet; resizing a typical 5 MP or 10 MP photo to the relatively large
web resolution of 1 MP constitutes resizing factors of 50% and 30%. Furthermore, small
image size does not evidence manipulation, as most cameras can be natively conﬁgured to
produce small images. Another challenge results because many digital properties can be
automatically estimated. While automation facilitates the analysis of many photos, it also
aids forgery; many digital properties can be quickly adjusted by a forger.
Partially in response to these challenges, forensic methods have been proposed that
measure physical properties in a photo, which result from the camera optics or scene. Many
of these physically-based methods are robust to resizing and compression, and require that
an informed forger perform tedious manual photo modiﬁcations. Physically-based methods,
of course, present their own challenges.

1.1.2

Physical properties

Before photos are digitized, light undergoes a series of physical transformations which ultimately result in the formation of an analog image on the camera sensor. These physical
processes give photos physically-based properties that are often visually subtle, and may
be inadvertently modiﬁed by forgery. A diversity of forensic methods have therefore been
proposed to estimate physical properties, and to measure the extent to which they diﬀer
from their appropriate values.
Perspective
Photos can be described as a geometric projection of points in the 3-D world onto a 2-D
image plane, according to a linear perspective transformation. The eﬀect of varying the
perspective of a photo is typically visibly identiﬁable, but perceptually subtle. When a photo
is modiﬁed, however, its perspective properties may be inadvertently changed. For example,
an object may be moved within a photo, but this cannot change the angle from which the
object was originally photographed. This eﬀect can be described by properties of perspective
projection. Forgeries might therefore be detected by estimating perspective properties, and
measuring the extent to which they diﬀer from their typical values.
Perspective projection properties are embodied by the so-called camera matrix, which
deﬁnes the intrinsic properties of the camera, such as its focal length, and its extrinsic
properties, such as its location in the world. Estimation of projection properties typically
10
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Figure 1.5: The principal point of the camera, a property of perspective projection, is modiﬁed
when regions are translated within a photo. Left: pairs of circles, which project into the image
plane (blue) as ellipses, can be used to estimate the principal point, p, of a camera (this camera has
center of projection c). The principal point typically lies near the image center. Center: if these
circles are translated in a photo (dashed red) the principal point is implicitly moved. Right: pairs
of circles occur in people’s eyes, and the principal point can be estimated for each pair. Shown is a
fake image (top) in which a person’s face was replaced (original photo at bottom). Top right: the
estimated principal point (white dot) for the modiﬁed face deviates too far from image center (white
circle); forgery is detected. Bottom right: in the unmodiﬁed photo all principal point estimates lie
close to the image center (within the white circle). Figure due to Johnson and Farid [109].

requires some knowledge of the geometry of objects in a photo. For example, if people are
present, the known geometry of their eyes (pairs of circles) can be used to estimate the
optical center of the image [109]. The optical center, or principal point, should be close to
the image center, but it is moved if subjects are moved within the photo. Deviations of the
principal point therefore evidence forgery. Figure 1.5 illustrates this approach.
Similarly, deviations of the intrinsic skew parameter of a camera can be measured to
detect bootleg video recordings; skew is introduced if videos are recorded from an oblique
angle in a theatre [250]. If signs or billboards are present in a photo, their text may be
falsiﬁed such that it is inconsistent with proper perspective projection. The known geometry
of fonts can be used to estimate the camera matrix, and to detect forgery [48]. Projective
constraints which entail pairs of purportedly authentic images of the same scene have also
been considered [264]. Lastly, reﬂections of objects in windows and other ﬂat surfaces can
be used to estimate and detect inconsistent perspective [186] (more on reﬂections below).
Methods based upon perspective properties are attractive because perspective errors
are diﬃcult to perceptually subtle. Perspective is also challenging to correct during forgery
because 2-D image editing software cannot emulate changes in 3-D perspective. These
methods, however, require geometric constraints, which may not be available in a photo.
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Optics
Photos are formed by focusing light through a series of optical elements, and onto an optical
sensor. A variety of visible optical properties are produced by this process, but may be
misunderstood by observers. When photos are modiﬁed, however, optical properties may
be inadvertently changed. For example, if an object is moved within a photo, it may be
placed into a region of the photo that contains diﬀering geometric distortions. Forgery
might therefore be detected by estimating optical properties, and measuring the extent to
which they diﬀer from their typical values.
A variety of optical properties have been considered. Chromatic aberration, which manifests as unnatural colors along edges, is often visible in photos but may appear somewhat
random to an observer. These artifacts however form a geometric pattern that can be
disrupted by forgery. For example, if a region is moved within a photo, a radial pattern
formed by lateral chromatic distortions may be disrupted. Forgery might therefore be detected by estimating the lateral chromatic aberration in a photo, and measuring when this
property diﬀers between regions [106]. Methods have also considered longitudinal chromatic
aberration and purple fringing [259].
Light that passes through an optical system is attenuated before it reaches the sensor,
and the extent of this attenuation may vary across an image to form a so-called vignetting
pattern. Vignetting typically produces darkened corners in a photo, which are perceptually
subtle but visually identiﬁable. When photos are modiﬁed, vignetting may be disrupted;
for example, cropping a photo will shift this pattern. Forgeries might therefore be detected
by estimating vignetting, and measuring when it is atypical. For example, vignetting can
be used to identify the lens model [159], which might be compared to the image metadata.
Optical systems also create blur, which results from both lens imperfections and optical
design. Defocus blur, which is often intentional in photography, should be constant if
objects have the same depth. When photos are modiﬁed, however, regions may be inserted
with diﬀering blur but apparently similar depths. Forgery might therefore be detected by
estimating defocus blur, and detecting regions that have diﬀerent amounts of blur [251, 237].
Inconsistent motion blur has also been considered [112].
Lastly, commercial lenses are typically designed to produce linear perspective images,
but non-linear distortions are often present. These geometric lens distortions warp straight
lines, and may be visually observable. The pattern of geometric distortion is however less
obvious. When photos are falsiﬁed, for example by moving or splicing a region, distorted
edges may violate what is typically a radial pattern of distortion. Forgery might therefore
be detected by estimating lens distortion, and measuring where it diﬀers within a photo [41].
Methods based upon optics are attractive because such properties are often visually
observable, preserved by resizing and compression, and may be perceptually subtle to a
forger. It may however be diﬃcult to estimate properties if information is limited. For
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Figure 1.6: Inconsistent reﬂection properties may be introduced when photos are modiﬁed. A
simple line construction in the image can detect inconsistent reﬂections. Left: the geometry of
reﬂections. Point P on an object is reﬂected at point B from the perspective of a camera located
at point C. Top right: an observer identiﬁes points P and B in an image and draws the line P B.
Because point R (shown in left panel) also lies along the camera ray through C and B, the projected
location of R and B are the same (top right). The line P B therefore identiﬁes the image of a ray P R
that is perpendicular to the reﬂecting surface (also shown in left panel). All rays P R are parallel,
and must therefore converge to the vanishing point (top right) of the surface normal direction N̂ .
Bottom right: multiple vanishing points evidence forgery. Figure due to O’Brien and Farid [186].

example, lens distortion requires lines that are known to be straight in the world.
Reﬂection
Photos may contain reﬂections of objects in windows, water, and other surfaces. Although
reﬂections may be visually salient, their physical consistency is often perceptually subtle.
When photos are modiﬁed, however, the physical properties of reﬂections may be violated.
For example, if an object is moved within a photo, its reﬂection in surfaces may not appear in
the correct location. Forgeries might therefore be detected by estimating reﬂection properties,
and measuring the extent to which they diﬀer from their typical values.
Reﬂection properties can be used to estimate what is, more precisely, a geometric property of the scene. Speciﬁcally, it can be shown that lines which connect points on an object
to their reﬂection must converge to a point.1 This convergence point is the vanishing point
of the vector that is normal to the reﬂecting surface [186], and may be perturbed when reﬂections are falsiﬁed. For example, if an object is rotated but its reﬂection is not correctly
adjusted, lines may not converge to a point. Forgery can therefore be detected by manually
identifying correspondences between an object and its reﬂection, and constructing lines;
diﬀering vanishing points evidence forgery [186]. Figure 1.6 illustrates this approach.
1

This point may lie at inﬁnity in the image plane.
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Figure 1.7: Lighting properties may be perturbed when photos are modiﬁed. Left: the brightness
of a patch x on a Lambertian surface depends upon the amount of light that strikes the patch from
 on a hemisphere centered about the surface normal N
 of the patch. The lighting
all directions V
can therefore be described as a function over the surface of a hemisphere. Middle: a falsiﬁed photo.
Right: surface normals on the occluding contour (white) of objects can be used to estimate 2-D
components of the lighting function. Shown is the lighting for the subject’s head and body (spheres
1 and 2). Diﬀerences in lighting evidence forgery. Figure due to Johnson and Farid [107].

By a similar approach, reﬂections can be used to estimate the projected location of an
object that is reﬂected in multiple surfaces of known orientation. For example, the location
of a point light source can be estimated when it is reﬂected in the eyes of multiple people.
The known geometry of the human eye can be used to estimate the surface normal at each
reﬂection, which projects to a vanishing point in the image. Each vanishing point must lie
on a line in the image that passes through the reﬂection, and through the light source. This
relationship is visually subtle, and may be perturbed if subjects are moved (or spliced) in a
photo. Forgery can therefore be detected by using the reﬂections in peoples’ eyes to estimate
the location of the light source, and detecting diﬀering light positions. This approach has
been equivalently described in the literature in terms of estimating light direction [216, 108].
Methods based upon reﬂection are attractive because reﬂections are often visually
salient, and therefore preserved by resizing and compression. Furthermore, observers have
diﬃculty judging, and falsifying, consistent reﬂections. Manual input is however required
to identify corresponding points, and reﬂections may not be present in a photo.
Lighting
Photos capture the interaction of light and the 3-D surfaces in a scene. Although lighting is
visually salient in photos (in the form of shading and shadows), inconsistencies in lighting
may be perceptually subtle. When photos are modiﬁed, however, lighting properties may
be changed. For example, objects that are spliced into a photo may have originally been
photographed under diﬀerent lighting conditions than are possible in the photo. Forgeries
might therefore be detected by estimating lighting properties, and measuring the extent to
which they diﬀer from their appropriate values.
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Lighting properties manifest in part as the shading on diﬀuse objects, and are therefore
perturbed when objects are inserted or moved within a photo. Although light estimation
typically requires knowledge of 3-D object geometry [9, 210], 2-D estimates can be computed
from the occluding contours of objects [185]. Forgery can therefore be detected by estimating
the light direction or environment, and measuring diﬀerences between the estimates for
various objects in the photo [117, 236, 107, 105]. Figure 1.7 illustrates this approach.
Lighting properties also manifest in photos as shadows, which can be used to estimate
the projected location of a point light source. Point light sources must lie on a line that
connects a point in shadow to the corresponding point on an object. Furthermore, if multiple
shadows are present, all lines must intersect at the light source. Inconsistent shadows may
however seem plausible to an observer [66, 190, 103], and may be created if objects are moved
in a photo. Forgery might therefore be detected by identifying lines between corresponding
points on shadows and objects, and measuring diﬀerences between the intersection points of
the lines. This method has been employed for the analysis of shadows in paintings [233, 234,
233, 232, 172]; a similar analysis might also be used in photos. Other line constructions have
been proposed that use shadows, but assume that the ground plane is ﬂat and orthogonal
to the object [265].
Methods based upon lighting are attractive because inconsistencies may be overlooked
by observers, while lighting often manifests as low-frequency signals that are preserved by
resizing and compression. Lighting properties are also diﬃcult to modify, as this typically requires manual photo adjustment. Methods based upon lighting, however, require
geometric constraints, and typically restrict the lighting conditions that can be analyzed.
Summary
Physically-based forensic methods have considered properties of linear perspective, optics,
reﬂection, and lighting. The strengths and weaknesses of these methods contrast those
that use digital properties. While digital properties might be automatically modiﬁed and
corrected during forgery, physical properties often require tedious manual modiﬁcations.
While digital properties may be destroyed by resizing and compression, many physical
properties manifest as low frequency, visually observable, signals that are preserved.
Conversely, estimating physical properties often requires manual input, while digital
properties can be automatically estimated to analyze many photos. And while physical
properties may restrict the types of scenes that can be analyzed, digital properties aﬀord
analyses that are comparatively independent of scene content. Digital and physical properties therefore fulﬁll somewhat complimentary roles. Both types of methods may however
be applied to a particular photo. Although no single tool can detect every forgery, the
combination of many tools make photo forgery increasingly diﬃcult and time consuming.
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Figure 1.8: Forgery detection by estimation, and by partial constraints. Both approaches detect
when a property x of a photo is perturbed. The estimation approach (left) computes multiple estimates of x (e.g., solid and dashed dots) from regions of a photo, and diﬀerences between these
estimates evidence forgery (measure line).2 The partial constraint approach (center) relaxes the estimation requirement by constraining the range of plausible values, x (e.g., solid and dashed regions),
and computing constraint satisﬁability (regions should intersect). Partial constraints may extend to
inﬁnity in one or more dimensions. By eschewing estimation, forensic methods can be generalized
to detect forgery in photos for which the required property cannot be estimated (right).

1.2

Partial constraints

A large and growing body of forensic methods have been developed to detect forgery, each
targeting a property that may be perturbed when a photo is modiﬁed. Recent physicallybased methods have however brought into focus a common challenge in forensics: it is often
diﬃcult or impossible to estimate properties from regions within an image of unknown and
uncontrolled origin. This diﬃculty has restricted the application of forensic methods, which
assume that explicit estimation of properties is necessary.
We present an alternative approach in which forgery is detected by partially constraining a property, rather than explicitly estimating it. For example, it may be impossible to
estimate the direction of a light source in a particular photo, but it might be straightforward
to partially constrain that direction to one side of the photo. Photographs are viewed as
a collection of many partial constraints, each quantifying the information that a region of
the photo provides about the property. Although each individual constraint may provide
limited information, the collection of many constraints can be highly informative. If the
information in a photo speciﬁes satisﬁable constraints, the photo can be determined to be
plausible. Conversely, if a photo contains conﬂicting information, as evidenced by unsatisﬁable constraints, it can be determined to be falsiﬁed. By relaxing the requirement that
properties be explicitly estimated, forensic analyses can be generalized to a broader range
of photos, Figure 1.8.
2

Methods that compare a single property estimate to a known value that is external to a photo can
be viewed as making comparisons to a default property estimate that is present in all photos. Externally
deﬁned thresholds or classiﬁcation boundaries may appear similar to a partial constraint, but do not relax
the requirement that properties be estimated in a photo.
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1.3

Contributions

We develop complimentary physically-based methods for the analysis of shadows and shading in photos for which explicit estimation of the associated lighting properties is not possible, Chapter 2 and Chapter 3. We then describe a variety of prior methods that can be
generalized to detect forgery in photos for which it is not possible to explicitly estimate the
required properties, Chapter 4. We conclude in Chapter 5.
In Chapter 2, shadows are used to partially constrain the 2-D projected location of a
light source, thereby enabling detection of inconsistent shadows in common settings such
as outdoor scenes. We describe how ambiguously shaped cast and attached shadows can
be used when they form under both point and area lights. In contrast, prior methods have
been limited to the analysis of photos that contain well-deﬁned cast shadows formed by
point lights [110, 234, 233, 232].
In Chapter 3, the shading on objects is used to partially constrain the 2-D projected
location of a point light source, thereby enabling detection of inconsistent combinations of
shading and shadow. We describe how shading and shadow cues can be combined in photos
that are captured under unknown linear perspective, and that contain objects for which
their 3-D geometry can be only partially constrained. In contrast, prior methods have been
limited to the analysis of paintings for which the assumption of orthographic projection is
suﬃcient [110, 234, 233, 105].
In Chapter 4, a variety of prior forensic methods are reformulated in terms of partial
constraints, and we show that each can be generalized to detect forgery in photos for which
estimation is not possible. Speciﬁcally, we reformulate methods based upon the camera
center of projection, optical chromatic aberration, and specular reﬂections.
In Chapter 5, we conclude with a brief discussion of the limitations of partial constraints
and new questions that are raised by the approach. By expanding forensic analyses to
include photos for which estimation is not possible, it is our hope that new forensic methods
can be designed to detect forgery in a broader range of photos. Although no method can
make it impossible to craft a convincing forgery, forensic methods can however require that
photographs tell a digitally and physically consistent story by detecting inconsistencies in
the information that is present.
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Chapter 2
Shadows
In this chapter, we describe a method for determining if cast and attached shadows in a
photo are consistent with the model of a single distant or local point light source. We then
extend this method to include the analysis of scenes which are illuminated by a single area
light. Forensic techniques based on analyzing lighting and shadows are attractive because
3-D lighting eﬀects can be diﬃcult to modify using commercial photo editing software,
and low quality images can be analyzed since lighting eﬀects and shadows survive common
operations such as image compression and down-sizing.
There is some evidence that the visual system is capable of detecting small changes in
lighting direction in simple controlled settings [133, 172, 119, 201, 131, 189]. In more complex
settings, however, the visual system is far less capable at detecting gross inconsistencies in
lighting [103, 190, 66]. In a forensic setting, a multitude and variety of cast and attached
shadows from complex shapes are cast onto equally complex and varied surfaces. Such
limitations of the visual system imply that a forger may overlook inconsistencies in lighting
and shadow, and a visual inspection of shadows will, at best, be highly subjective.
The iconic photo of the 1969 moon landing, Figure 2.1, provides an example of the
complexity of shadows that are common in photos. In fact, it has been argued by conspiracy
theorists that the shadows in this photo are physically implausible and hence evidence of
photo tampering and broader nefarious conspiracies. Beyond a subjective visual analysis,
the physical consistency of shadows can be determined by considering their basic geometry.
Consider a ray that connects a point in a shadowed region to its corresponding point
on the shadow-casting object. In the 3-D scene, this ray intersects the light source. In a
2-D image of the scene created under linear perspective, the projection of this ray remains
a straight line that must connect the images of the shadow point and object point, and
intersect the projected image of the light source. These constraints hold regardless of the
geometry of the object and the surface onto which the shadows are cast, and for either an
inﬁnitely distant or local light. Multiple constraints can therefore be used to determine the
projected location of a light source in the image plane. Note that this projected location
corresponds to an inﬁnite number of 3-D light positions. For simplicity we concern ourselves
18

Original image copyright 1969, NASA

Figure 2.1: Our algorithm ﬁnds that the shadows in this 1969 moon landing photo are physically
consistent with a single light source. The solid lines correspond to constraints from cast shadows
and dashed lines correspond to constraints from attached shadows. The region outlined in black,
which extends beyond the ﬁgure boundary, contains the projected light locations that satisfy all of
these constraints.

with the 2-D projection because the 3-D location of a light source is typically highly underconstrained in a photo.
If a scene purportedly contains a single light source but the shadows in the scene specify
mutually inconsistent constraints that cannot be satisﬁed by any single light position, then
this inconsistency evidences photo tampering. It can be diﬃcult or impossible, however, to
precisely match a point on a shadow to its corresponding point on an object — particularly
on attached shadows that form as a surface smoothly curves to face away from the light.
We therefore consider a relaxed, conservative, partial constraint in which the location of
points on the object are restricted to a range of possible locations. These partial constraints
specify either angular wedges or half-planes in the image that restrict the projected location
of the light source. (See Figure 2.2.) The satisﬁability of multiple such constraints is framed
as a linear programming problem. A satisﬁable set of constraints is interpreted to mean that
the shadows are physically plausible, while unsatisﬁable constraints are used as evidence of
photo tampering.

Related Work
Previous lighting-based forensics methods estimate the 2-D lighting direction or lighting
environment from the shading on an object’s contour [105, 107]. If the 3-D geometry of
an object is known, then the 3-D lighting direction or lighting environment can be estimated [117]. Related computer vision techniques that estimate lighting from a single image
19
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Original image copyright 2011, Geico Insurance

Figure 2.2: Shown are: (top left) a frame from the Geico commercial “Dunk – Easier Way to
Save” depicting a somewhat incredible athletic performance; (bottom left) examples of cast (12) and attached (3) shadow constraints. The projected location of the light source must lie in
the intersection of these constraints. Shown on the right are a variety of constraints (solid lines
correspond to cast shadows and dashed lines correspond to attached shadows). The shadows from the
people and house are consistent with a light source located somewhere in the black-outlined region.
The boy’s shadow, however, is inconsistent with the rest of the scene (white shaded constraint).

use object shading [185], or shadows cast onto planar surfaces [219, 187, 135]. Manually
approximated scene geometry has been used to ﬁt a local lighting model that is perceptually
plausible, but insuﬃcient for forensic application because the physical accuracy is heavily
inﬂuenced by user input [114].
Photometric inconsistencies of a cast shadow’s umbra have been used to detect inconsistent shadows [151], under the assumption of a ground plane that has constant reﬂectance.
Inconsistencies in the location of a cast shadow have also been considered [265], but several
assumptions were placed on the scene geometry: shadows were cast onto a planar ground
plane and the objects casting shadows were vertical relative to the ground plane. In the
most closely related work [234], the consistency of cast shadows in artworks was determined
by identifying points on a cast shadow and their corresponding point on an object, and
then determining if these were consistent with a single light source. Our work expands this
basic idea by relaxing the requirement that a strict shadow-to-object correspondence must
be explicitly estimated. We therefore allow a broader range of ambiguous cast shadows to
be considered, including attached shadows. Unlike some previous shadow-based forensic
techniques, we place no assumptions on the scene geometry.
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Figure 2.3: A cylinder and sphere are illuminated from the left with a distant point light. The red
line and curve identify the terminator — the contour where the surface normal is oriented 90 degrees
from the direction to the light source. Points to the right of the terminator are in an attached shadow.

2.1

Methods

We ﬁrst describe the geometry of cast and attached shadows and how these shadows partially
constrain the projected location of a light source. Throughout, we assume a single distant
or local light source and place no assumptions on the objects being illuminated or the
surfaces onto which shadows are cast. We then frame the problem of determining if all
shadows are consistent as a linear programming problem. In the case when the shadows
are not consistent, we describe a simple randomized algorithm for ﬁnding an approximately
minimal set of conﬂicting constraints that identiﬁes the inconsistent shadows.

2.1.1

Cast shadows

Shown in Figure 2.2 is a frame from a Geico commercial with several shadows. Wedgeshaped constraints are used to describe the directions from a point in shadow to points on
an object that may have cast the shadow. The wedge labeled 1 corresponds to a cast shadow
on the roof. This wedge is fairly narrow because the tip of the cast shadow can reliably
be determined to correspond to a point on the dormer. The wedge labeled 2 corresponds
to a cast shadow on the garage roof. This second constraint is a wider wedge because the
correspondence between the roof edge and its cast shadow is ambiguous.
The projected location of the light source should lie within the intersection of these
wedges (which although illustrated as ﬁnite, are inﬁnite in their extent beyond the ﬁgure
boundary). Note that the wedges are oriented from the shadow towards the corresponding
object. If, however, the light is behind the camera then these wedge constraints should be
ﬂipped 180 degrees about the selected shadow point. That is, due to perspective geometry
there is a sign ambiguity as to the location of the projected light source (more on this issue
below).
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Figure 2.4: A wedge constraint deﬁned by two lines (solid red) and a half-plane constraint deﬁned
by one line (dashed red). The projected location of the light source (yellow dot, x) lies within
the region formed by the intersection of these constraints. A sign inversion of these constraints
is depicted in blue, and corresponds to the case in which the location of light sources behind the
camera are inverted by projection.

2.1.2

Attached shadows

Attached shadows occur when objects occlude the light from themselves, leaving a portion of
the object in shadow. For example, shown in Figure 2.3 is a cylinder and sphere illuminated
by a distant point light source positioned to the left. Points are in shadow if the surface
normal makes an angle greater than 90 degrees with the direction toward the light. The
terminator is deﬁned to be the surface contour whose normals form a 90 degree angle with
the direction toward the light source, as depicted by the red line and curve in Figure 2.3.
Similar to a cast shadow, there is a correspondence between points in and out of shadow
on either side of the terminator. This correspondence, however, can only be speciﬁed to
within a half-plane because the light’s elevation is ambiguous to within 180 degrees.
Although cylinders and spheres may not be particularly common in natural photographs,
any locally convex surface can provide an attached shadow half-plane constraint. Shown
in Figure 2.2, for example, is an attached shadow constraint on a fold of the man’s shirt
(constraint 3 in the middle panel). Folds and other locally convex geometry are common
and provide easily recognizable attached shadow constraints.

2.1.3

Forensics from shadows

For an authentic image there must be a location in the inﬁnite plane (R2 ) that satisﬁes all
cast and attached shadow constraints. That is, the intersection of all the constraints should
deﬁne a non-empty region. In the right panel of Figure 2.2, for example, there is a nonempty intersection for all of the shadow constraints on the parents and house — the region
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outlined in black. Note, however, that the shadow of the airborne boy in the background
generates a wedge constraint (shaded white) that does not intersect the other constraints
and is therefore physically inconsistent for a scene with one light source.
Cast and attached shadow constraints can be represented as linear inequalities in the
plane. The satisﬁability of these constraints can then be determined using standard linear
programming. Shown in Figure 2.4 are two lines deﬁned implicitly by their normals n1a and
n2a , and the point pa . The direction of the normals speciﬁes the region in the plane in which
the solution x must lie. The intersection of these two regions is the upward facing wedge
(red). Also shown in Figure 2.4 is a single line deﬁned by its normal nb and point pb . This
line speciﬁes a half plane constraint in which the solution must lie. In each case, a shadow
constraint is speciﬁed by either a pair of lines (wedge cast shadow constraint) or a single
line (half-plane attached shadow constraint).
Formally, a half-plane constraint is speciﬁed with a single linear inequality in the unknown x:
ni · x − ni · pi ≥ 0,

(2.1)

where ni is normal to the line and pi is a point on the line. A wedge-shaped constraint is
speciﬁed with two linear constraints:
n1i · x − n1i · pi ≥ 0

and n2i · x − n2i · pi ≥ 0.

(2.2)

A collection of half-plane and wedge constrains can be combined into a single system of m
inequalities:
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(2.3)

Nx − P ≥ 0.

(2.4)

nm · pm

Given error-free constraints from a consistent scene, a solution to this system of inequalities
should always exist. However we can account for errors or inconsistency by introducing a
set of m slack variables si :
Nx − P ≥ −s
s ≥ 0,

(2.5)
(2.6)

where si is the ith component of the m-vector s. If the constraints are fully satisﬁable then a
solution will exist where all slack variables are zero. Solutions with a non-zero slack variable
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si mean that the solution is not consistent with constraint i.
The above inequalities can be combined into a single system as follows:


N I
x
0

I

s

−


P
0

≥ 0,

(2.7)

where I is an m × m identity matrix. We, of course, seek a solution that minimizes the
amount of slack required to satisfy this system. As such, the linear program consists of
minimizing the L1 norm of the vector of slack variables,
0 1


x
s

,

(2.8)

subject to the constraints in Equation (2.7). That is, we seek a solution that minimizes the
slack variables, while satisfying all of the cast and attached shadow constraints. If the slack
variables for the optimal solution are all zero, then there exists a light position that satisﬁes
all of the speciﬁed constraints. Otherwise, one or more of the shadows is inconsistent with
the rest of the scene.
Recall that a shadow constraint is speciﬁed by connecting a point on a shadow with
a range of possible corresponding points on an object. As described earlier there is an
inherent sign ambiguity in specifying these constraints: if the light is behind the center of
projection, then its projected location in the image plane is inverted and the constraint
normals should all be negated. In this case, the constraints simply take the form:
−Nx + P ≥ −s.

(2.9)

In Figure 2.4, for example, the downwards facing region shaded blue corresponds to a sign
inversion of the upward-facing region shaded red. In practice we solve both linear programs
(with constraints Equation (2.5) and (2.9)) and select the solution with the minimal L1
norm, Equation (2.8). If either the regular or inverted system has a solution with zero
slack, then we conclude that the constraints are mutually consistent. Otherwise, there is no
light position that is consistent with all of the constraints and we conclude that some of the
constraints are being generated by parts of the image that have been manipulated. Lastly,
note that an analyst may wish to specify constraints from an object to its shadow, rather
than from a shadow to its object point. In this case, their constraint is imply inverted
before constructing Equation (2.5).
When an image generates inconsistent constraints, we may wish to know which constraints are in conﬂict with others. These conﬂicting constraints provide the essential evidence that can be used to invalidate a forgery, and can be useful in determining what parts
of an image may have been manipulated. We greedily ﬁnd an approximately minimal set
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of inconsistent constraints.1 To begin, two constraints are selected at random. If these
constraints are not satisﬁable, then they form a minimal set of inconsistent constraints. If
they are satisﬁable, then a randomly selected constraint is added to the set and the linear
program is solved. Constraints are added in this way until the system is no longer satisﬁable.
This entire process is repeated with diﬀerent random starting conditions. The smallest set
of violating constraints, which may or may not be unique, provides a succinct summary of
which parts of an image may have been altered.

2.1.4

User interface

A multitude of shadows may be present in a photo, each presenting its own multitude of
possible constraints that an analyst may specify. This presents a visual search problem, and
the successful detection of a forgery depends upon an analyst’s ability to identify conﬂicting
constraints. A user interface was developed that guides an analyst to eﬃciently identify a
concise set of constraints that may detect forgery.
A forensic analyst’s speciﬁcation of cast shadow constraints is made easier and more
eﬃcient by an interactive process of constraint entry, Figure 2.5. Cast shadow constraints
are speciﬁed by selecting a point in shadow and selecting two additional points which deﬁne
the edges of a wedge (red point and lines) that comfortably encompasses the corresponding
object casting the shadow, Figure 2.5(a).
After the ﬁrst constraint is entered, a yellow wedge-shaped region is automatically rendered and follows the user’s cursor, Figure 2.5(b). This yellow region is the smallest wedge,
emanating from the current point, that would completely cover both the forward and backward feasible regions of the linear programs associated with the previously entered constraint(s). Intuitively, this yellow region identiﬁes for an analyst the directions from the
cursor in which she should expect to ﬁnd an object that has cast a shadow, given the
constraints that have been previously entered.
The yellow region guides the analyst’s search for additional, useful, constraints. Specifically, the analyst’s goal is to reduce the size of this yellow region by identifying new constraints that more tightly encompass the shadow-casting object, Figure 2.5(c). Each such
additional constraint implicitly reduces the region of possible locations of the light source,
and therefore more precisely identiﬁes possible shadow-to-object correspondences in the
photo.
If the wedge that the analyst would need to specify in order to encompass the shadowcasting object fully encloses the yellow wedge, then the new constraint is redundant with
previous ones and can simply be ignored, Figure 2.5(d). The yellow wedge therefore allows
an analyst to quickly scan a photo for useful constraints (those which further reduce the
possible locations of the light source). If during this search the analyst identiﬁes a wedge
1

We use an approximation algorithm because ﬁnding the guaranteed minimal set of inconsistent constraints requires worst case exponential time.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f )
Original image copyright 2011, Geico Insurance

Figure 2.5: A user interface for specifying shadow constraints: (a) two cast shadows are manually
selected on the roof; (b-c) an analyst speciﬁes a point on a cast shadow (red dot) and automatically
the range of plausible light directions is rendered (yellow wedge) using the previously entered constraints. Speciﬁcation of a constraint (c) reduces the width of the wedge to conform to the object
casting the shadow (red lines); (d) a constraint may be ignored if the yellow wedge is too narrow
to reliably encompass the object which cast the shadow; (e-f) an analyst speciﬁes a point on an attached shadow (red dot) and the orientation and direction of the shadow terminator is automatically
suggested by computing the image gradient (pink dotted line and arrow) after which an analyst can
accept or adjust the constraint.
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that does not overlap the yellow wedge at all, then the new constraint is inconsistent with
previous ones and evidences forgery.
An analyst’s speciﬁcation of attached shadow constraints is facilitated by automatically
suggesting an attached shadow’s orientation at a selected point. Shown in Figure 2.5(e), for
example, is a point on an attached shadow (red dot), the automatically rendered terminator
orientation (pink line), and direction to the bright side of the shadow (pink arrow). The
orientation and direction are determined by simply computing the local intensity gradient
in a small spatial neighborhood. The analyst can either accept the suggested attached
shadow constraint (Figure 2.5(f)) or rotate it slightly if necessary. Useful attached shadow
constraints are found when the half-plane identiﬁed by the attached shadow excludes a
portion of the yellow region (which does not occur in Figure 2.5(e)).
This simple interface allows an analyst to eﬃciently identify what is typically a rich set
of cast and attached shadow constraints. When cast shadows are well deﬁned, the analyst
will typically specify a single wedge, and when cast shadows are ambiguous, the analyst
will typically specify multiple wedges that combine to provide a tighter constraint than
can be described by a single wedge. When specifying attached shadow constraints, as on
clothing, a multitude of redundant constraints may be present, and an expeditious analyst
will identify and omit these by using the yellow region as a guide.

2.2

Results

We ﬁrst validate our technique on a set of large-scale simulations and then provide results
from several real-world examples of authentic and visually compelling forgeries.

2.2.1

Simulations

Shown in Figure 2.6 is a computer generated scene with a variety of cast and attached
shadows. This scene was rendered multiple times with either an inﬁnitely distant or local
point light in one of 49 or 98 locations, respectively. The distant lights were uniformly
sampled over a hemisphere excluding an elevation less than 40 degrees. The local lights
were uniformly sampled on the same hemisphere and at two diﬀerent radial distances (R)
from the ground plane (R = 145 and R = 265, where the height of the cylinder in the scene
is 30).
We ﬁrst assess how many wedge and half-plane shadow constraints are necessary to reasonably restrict the space of viable light positions. For each of the 147 computer generated
scenes, exempliﬁed by Figure 2.6, a random subset of n cast and attached shadow constraints
were ﬁrst extracted2 . Then, a random 3-D light position was drawn from a hemisphere,
2
A subset of n cast and attached shadow constraints were selected from a scene with N constraints as
follows. If the total number of subsets of size n was less than 500, then all subsets were considered, otherwise,
a random selection of 500 of all possible N !/n!(N − n)! subsets were considered.
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Figure 2.6: A computer generated scene with sixty cast and attached shadows. Wedge constraints
from the cast shadows are shown with solid lines. Half-plane constraints from attached shadows are
shown with dashed lines.

excluding an elevation less than 10 degrees, and projected into the image plane. Shown
in Figure 2.7 (left) is the median probability that this light position was consistent with
n constraints (horizontal axis) — the error bars correspond to the 25th and 75th quantile.
The diﬀerence between the distant and local light is insigniﬁcant and so the results are
combined.
With only one constraint, the median probability is 0.73 meaning that a single constraint
from a falsiﬁed part of the image is unlikely to be eﬀective in detecting photo composites.
However, this probability decreases quickly as more constraints are added: with three constraints the probability is 0.25, with ﬁve constraints the probability is 0.10, with eight
constraints the probability is 0.05, and with twenty constraints the probability is 0.01.
We next simulated the creation of a total of 1,008,714 composite photos with inconsistent
lighting. Each composite consisted of the seven objects shown in Figure 2.6. A varying sized
subset of these objects (94 distinct subsets in total) were illuminated with the light source in
one of 147 positions, and the remaining objects were illuminated with a diﬀerent light source,
for a total of 10,731 light pairings. Once composited, a maximum of 1,500 random sets of
between 5 and 60 shadow constraints were extracted from each scene to yield approximately
150 million diﬀerent systems of constraints. These constraints were selected so that the
ratio between the wedge cast shadow and the half-plane attached shadow constraints was
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Figure 2.7: Shown on the left is the median probability that a randomly selected light position will
satisfy a variable number of cast and attached shadow constraints. The error bars correspond to the
25th and 75th quantile. Shown on the right is the probability of detecting a composite photo as a
function of the angular deviation in the position of the light. Each curve corresponds to a diﬀerent
number of shadow constraints.

on average 1:2 (this is the same ratio of constraints found in the original scenes). If no
solution is found that satisﬁes the selected constraints, then the photo is correctly classiﬁed
as a fake.
Shown in Figure 2.7 (right) is the accuracy with which a forgery was detected in these
scenes. The individual curves correspond to the total number of constraints. The horizontal
axis corresponds to the angle between the two projected light directions in the composite
photo, which is computed as the median angle between the projected directions of the two
light sources at each constraint. The detection accuracy improves with the total number of
constraints because more constraints carve out an increasingly smaller valid solution space.
With only 10 constraints, the diﬀerence in the lighting must reach 100◦ before the
probability of detecting the fake reaches 80%. With 20 constraints, this same accuracy is
achieved for a lighting diﬀerence of 35◦ , and with 50 constraints even a small 10◦ discrepancy
can be detected with a probability of 80%. At the same time, the accuracy of correctly
classifying an authentic photo in these scenes is 100%. Because any portion of a cast or
attached shadow can be used, it is fairly easy to ﬁnd 50 or more constraints in a typical
image.
Shown in Figure 2.8 is an authentic scene with eight constraints. The projected light
position is in the intersection of the constraints which is outlined in black. Shown in
Figure 2.9 is a falsiﬁed version of the scene shown in Figure 2.8 in which the ﬂoating sphere
from a diﬀerently lit scene was inserted. Shown in the top panel are ten constraints selected
in this scene and shown in the bottom panel is the result from the automatic detection
of a minimal set of unsatisﬁable constraints. The red shading corresponds to the positive
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Figure 2.8: Shown is an authentic photo and
the successful result of a consistency check. The
region of plausible locations for the light source
is outlined in black.

Figure 2.9: Shown is a falsiﬁed scene in which
the ﬂoating sphere’s shadow is inconsistent. Top:
the complete set of user speciﬁed constraints.
Bottom: a minimal set of violating constraints is
automatically determined from the user speciﬁed
constraints. Red and blue regions correspond to
positive and negative constraints, respectively.

constraints and the blue shading corresponds to the negative constraints — neither are
satisﬁable. The median angular lighting diﬀerence at each constraint is 3.6◦ which in this
case is enough of a diﬀerence to create an inconsistency in the shadows.
We further applied our method to several synthetic images from a previously published
perceptual study that involved shadows [66]. In that study subjects were presented with
relatively simple images in which shadows were cast by two sets of objects onto two separate
planar surfaces, and the subjects were asked to indicate if the shadows were mutually
consistent (correct) or inconsistent. The results of that study showed that people performed
poorly at this task even for these relatively simple scenes containing well-deﬁned shapes with
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strong salient features. As shown in Figure 2.10, our method works well on these images
that confound human viewers.

2.2.2

Real world

Shown in Figure 2.11 is an authentic photo illuminated with a distant light source (the sun).
Also shown is the result of a successful consistency check for eleven cast shadows (dozens of
other consistent shadows are available in the scene but their constraints were not rendered
to avoid clutter).
Shown in Figure 2.12 is a composite photo illuminated with a local light source where
the shadows on the angel are inconsistent with the cloth and the angel’s cast shadow. Also
shown in this ﬁgure is a minimal set of violating constraints. A second composite along
with a minimal set of violating constraints is shown in Figure 2.13.
Shown in the top row of Figure 2.14 is a scene illuminated with a local light source.
Also shown is the result of a successful consistency check for ten cast and attached shadows
(many other consistent shadows are available in the scene but were not rendered to avoid
clutter). Shown in the second row of Figure 2.14 is an altered photo in which the duckbilled dinosaur and its shadow were inserted from a separate photo taken with the light
in a diﬀerent position. The panel to the right shows a minimal set of mutually conﬂicting
constraints revealing that the shadow of the duck-billed dinosaur is inconsistent with the
rest of the scene. Although signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from the correct shadow, the shape and
location of the dinosaur’s shadow in the composite photo is not, at a casual inspection,
obviously fake. Further, subjective arguments about the shape or direction of the shadow
would be confounded by the irregular geometry upon which the shadow is cast. In addition
to inserting the dinosaur, the image was also modiﬁed by rotating the apple and black
container counter-clockwise while leaving their shadows unchanged. The apple’s shadow,
however, remains consistent by our test because the wedge specifying the cast shadow
constraint is wide enough to encompass the intersection of the other constraints.
Shown in the bottom row of Figure 2.14 is an altered photo that demonstrates a failure
case for our method. The shadow of the robot was manipulated using Photoshop. However
the manipulation purposefully shifted the shadow along rays from the light to the original
shadow point. The result of this contrived manipulation is a distorted shadow that still
generates constraints consistent with the true light location.
Shown in Figure 2.1 is a shadow analysis of a photo from the Apollo 11 moon landing.
The constraints correspond to four cast shadows from the astronaut’s legs onto the moon’s
surface, four cast shadows from objects on the moon’s surface, and two attached shadows on
the astronaut’s helmet, and one attached shadow on the footprint on the moon’s surface.
The region outlined in black identiﬁes locations that satisfy all 11 of these constraints
(dozens of other consistent shadows are available in the scene but were not rendered to avoid
clutter). Thus we conclude that by our measure the lighting in this image is consistent.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2.10: Shown in the left column are four sample images used in a perceptual study of
observers’ ability to judge the consistency of cast shadows [66]. The shadows in panels (a) and (b)
are inconsistent with a single light source, while the shadows in panels (c) and (d) are consistent
with a single light source. In the original perceptual study, human observers performed at chance
level when asked to determine if the shadows in these scenes were consistent or not. Shown in the
right column is the result of our analysis in which all four scenes are correctly classiﬁed.
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Original image copyright 2010, Travlr
http://www.ﬂickr.com/photos/travlr/4654451054

Figure 2.11: An authentic photo and the result
of a shadow consistency check. The region of
plausible locations for the light source is outlined
in black and extends beyond the ﬁgure boundary.

2.2.3

Images copyright 2012, Kee, O’Brien, and Farid

Figure 2.12: A forgery and a minimal set of violating constraints (selected from 31 user speciﬁed constraints). The shadows cast by the angel’s wing, by part of the cloth, and by her chin
are mutually inconsistent. Red regions correspond to positive constraints, and blue regions
to negative constraints.

User study

We performed a survey of ﬁve users with some photo editing experience but no experience
with our shadow analysis. Users were trained to specify constraints that tightly encompass
the corresponding object, but are conservatively wide enough to defend logically in a postinterview. They were then provided with a training image. In total, training lasted 60
minutes. After training, all ﬁve of the users successfully completed the analysis of the
image shown in Figure 2.15. The average amount of time taken was 30 minutes. Although
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Images copyright 2012, Kee, O’Brien, and Farid

Figure 2.13: A composite photo and a minimal set of violating constraints (these were automatically determined from a total of 25 user speciﬁed constraints). The red shaded regions corresponds
to the positive constraints and the blue shaded regions correspond to the negative constraints. The
three middle panels are a magniﬁed view of the selected shadows.
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Images copyright 2012, Kee, O’Brien, and Farid

Figure 2.14: An authentic photo (ﬁrst row) and two fake photos (second and fourth row), and
the results of a shadow consistency check. The solid lines correspond to cast shadows and dashed
lines correspond to attached shadows. The red shaded regions correspond to the positive constraints
and the blue shaded regions correspond to the negative constraints. Where a feasible solution is
found, it is outlined in black. The panels in the third row show magniﬁed views of the constraints
from the image in the second row. For the authentic image in the top row a valid solution is found.
For the fake image in the second row, the right panel shows a minimal set of constraints that are
violated revealing that the duck-bill dinosaur’s shadow is inconsistent with the rest of the scene
(these were automatically determined from a total of 10 user speciﬁed constraints). The fake image
in the bottom row illustrates a failure case for our method. The robot’s shadow has been modiﬁed,
but the modiﬁcation still admits a valid solution.
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Figure 2.15: Five users were trained to analyze shadows, and were subsequently asked to analyze
a forgery (top left). All ﬁve users successfully detected the forgery within an average of 30 minutes
(top right). Shown are the conﬂicting shadow constraints input by one of the ﬁve users (bottom
panels). Note that, although this analysis is similar to that illustrated in Figure 2.14 (center), it
was input by a diﬀerent user.

the ﬁfth user successfully completed the analysis, he employed an invalid constraint. In a
post interview, he agreed that it was invalid, and subsequently completed the analysis.

2.2.4

Usability

In certain cases, the speciﬁed shadow constraints will restrict the position of the projected
light source to be in a closed polygonal region. Although not rendered as such, this is also
the case in Figures 2.1, 2.8, and 2.11. In these cases, it is more diﬃcult for a forger to add a
consistent shadow. In addition, this restriction to a ﬁnite area is a stronger constraint than
previous work that identiﬁed inconsistencies in the projected 2-D light direction [105].
We note that a local or inﬁnite light source may sometimes project to a point at inﬁnity
in the image plane. A local light, for example, will project to inﬁnity if the direction from
the camera center to the light is parallel to the image plane. In this case, lines connecting
points on a cast shadow to their corresponding points on an object will be parallel and
hence intersect at inﬁnity. Shown in Figure 2.16 is such an example where the dashed
lines connecting shadow and object on the cone and cube are parallel. An analyst limited
by ﬁnite image resolution, however, cannot unambiguously identify exact points to specify
these parallel lines and instead must specify a broader wedge shape (solid lines). These
wedges diverge and therefore their intersection includes ﬁnite locations (black region) as
well as the true light projection at inﬁnity. Although lights projecting to inﬁnity would
create problems for algorithms attempting to ﬁnd the light position by intersecting nearly
parallel rays [234], this situation does not pose any particular diﬃculty in specifying a valid
region using wedge and half-plane constraints.
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Figure 2.16: A scene is illuminated by a local light source that projects to a point at inﬁnity in
the image plane. In this special case, the light casts shadows that project to parallel lines in the
image (dashed lines). A forensic analyst, limited by image resolution, must specify broader wedges
which diverge (solid red lines), yielding an intersection that includes ﬁnite locations (black outline)
as well as the true light projection at inﬁnity.

2.2.5

Area lights

Shadows cast by point light sources are common because lighting is often distant from a
scene. In many settings, however, light sources occupy a ﬁnite area. Such area lights project
to a region within an image rather than a point, and preclude the use of cast and attached
shadow constraints described in Section 2.1.1 and Section 2.1.2. Similar partial constraints
can, however, be used to locate area light sources. We brieﬂy describe these constraints,
and present additional results on simulated authentic and falsiﬁed photos.
Area lights can be modeled as a summation of individual point lights, Figure 2.17(a).
Shown is a synthetic photo in which an area light source has been constructed from a set of
small spheres (white dots). Rays from points on this light source (white lines) are occluded
by a cylinder, which has been attached to a wall. A distinctive shadow forms, and includes
regions of full and partial shadow. Shadowed points that are fully occluded from the light
source lie in the shadow’s umbra (between the vertical lines); partially shadowed points lie
in the penumbra (between the diagonal and vertical lines). The remaining points on the
wall are not shadowed by the cylinder (shading varies because the light source is local.)
Wedge-shaped constraints can be speciﬁed from within the umbra of a shadow, Figure 2.17(b). Shown in red are two such constraints. Points within the umbra are occluded
from every point light source that composes the area light, and wedge constraints from
within the umbra therefore identify constraints (red wedges) that are, implicitly, the union
of individual point-light constraints from the point in the umbra. The intersection of these
umbra-to-object constraints therefore encompasses the area light source. Note, however,
that if constraints are placed within the penumbra — rather than the umbra — they will
not encompass the light source because penumbra shadows are not occluded from all point
lights. (We will return to these penumbra-to-object constraints shortly.)
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2.17: Partial constraints from area lights. Shown is a synthetic image in which a cylinder has
been attached to a wall and illuminated by an area light source (a). Area lights can be conceptualized
as the union of multiple point light sources (white dots), and form distinctive regions of full and
partial shadow. Regions of full shadow are called the umbra, and partial shadows are called the
penumbra (white lines delineate these regions). Wedge-shaped constraints that contain the area
light can be speciﬁed from umbra-to-object (b), or from object-to-shadow (c). Their satisﬁability
can be determined by constructing a linear program. Additional constraints can be speciﬁed from
penumbra-to-object (d), and must intersect the light source. These constraints verify the authenticity
of the penumbra, and their satisﬁability can be determined by constructing a separate linear program
for each, Section 2.2.5.

Wedge-shaped constraints can also be speciﬁed from an object to its shadow, Figure 2.17(c). Shown in blue are two such wedge constraints. Similarly to umbra constraints,
these object-to-shadow constraints identify a union of individual point-light constraints.
Each point-light constraint identiﬁes points in shadow which may have been occluded by
the point on the object. Here the analyst selects a conservatively large wedge constraint
that encompasses the entire shadow, including the penumbra. The light source correctly
lies within the inverted constraint (red) because it lies in front of the camera.3
A variety of cast shadows may be present in scenes illuminated by an area light, and
these provide multiple partial constraints on the location of the light. As in the case of
point lights, constraints from area lights are combined into a linear program to determine
their mutual satisﬁability, Section 2.1.3. Unsatisﬁable constraints evidence forgery.
An additional and unique constraint can be added when considering scenes that are
illuminated by area lights, Figure 2.17(d). Shown are two wedge-shaped constraints that
have been speciﬁed from points within the penumbra. Such points must be occluded from
a portion of the light source. The corresponding constraints must therefore intersect —
but will not encompass — the area light (shaded red). Such penubra-to-object constraints
can be used to verify that the penumbra is authentic, but must be treated separately from
the preceding constraints. Speciﬁcally, if the linear program is satisﬁable, each additional
3
When constraints are speciﬁed object-to-shadow, lights in front of the camera project into the inverted
constraint, Section 2.1.3.
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Figure 2.18: An authentic scene is illuminated by a local area light source (top left). A variety
of umbra-to-object and object-to-shadow constraints are speciﬁed (bottom left). These constraints
intersect to identify a feasible region that surrounds the light source (top right, black outline). This
partially veriﬁes the consistency of the shadows. Lastly, the authenticity of penumbra regions is
tested by specifying additional constraints from penumbra-to-object (bottom right, dashed lines).
Each such constraint intersects the feasible region, and the photo is therefore correctly determined
to be authentic.

penumbra-to-object constraint is separately added to the linear program and the satisﬁability is retested. If any of these additional linear programs are unsatisﬁable, forgery is detected. This procedure beneﬁts from the computational eﬃciency of the linear formulation.
Results
We validate the eﬃcacy of shadow constraints under area lights by simulation. Shown in
Figure 2.18 (top left) is an authentic photo of the simulation scene used in Section 2.2.1.
A spherical area light (white circle) was placed within the scene, and a variety of umbrato-object and object-to-shadow constraints were speciﬁed (bottom left, solid lines). These
constraints are combined (top right), and specify a non-empty feasible region that encompasses the light source (black outline). Additional penumbra-to-object constraints are subsequently speciﬁed. For example, one such constraint can be speciﬁed on the large sphere
(bottom left), and is indicated by dashed lines. A variety of penumbra-to-object constraints
were speciﬁed (bottom right), and each intersects the feasible region. We therefore correctly
determine that the shadows are physically plausible.
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Figure 2.19: A falsiﬁed photo is shown in which the shadows cast by the cylinder, left cone,
and large sphere have been cast by a diﬀerent area light source (top left). A variety of umbra-toobject and object-to-shadow constraints are speciﬁed (bottom left). These constraints intersect to
specify a feasible region that partially includes the known region of the light source (top right, black
outline). Additional constraints are tested to determine the authenticity of the penumbra regions. A
penumbra-to-object constraint is speciﬁed from the penumbra of the large sphere, and this constraint
does not intersect the feasible region (bottom right). The photo is therefore determined to be fake.
The location of the light source that cast the falsiﬁed shadows is also shown (white transparent
circle), and demonstrates that the additional penubra-to-object constraint is consistent with its true
light source (it intersects the white transparent circle).

Shown in Figure 2.19 (top left) is a falsiﬁed photo of the simulation scene. The shadows
cast by the cylinder, left-hand cone, and large sphere have been replaced with shadows
that were cast by a diﬀerent area light source. A variety of umbra-to-object and object-toshadow constraints are speciﬁed (bottom left), and are satisﬁable (top right) as indicated by
the feasible region (black outline). Additional penumbra-to-object constraints are therefore
tested. A variety of such constraints are available, and in this case the penumbra-toobject constraint on the large sphere (bottom left, dashed lines) does not intersect the
feasible region (bottom right). The shadows in the falsiﬁed scene can therefore be correctly
determined to be physically implausible under the assumption of a single area light. The
area light source that cast the falsiﬁed shadows (transparent white outline) is similar in size
and location to the authentic light but can nonetheless be detected.
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2.3

Discussion

We have described a geometric technique for detecting photo manipulation based on inconsistent shadows. Previous lighting- and shadow-based forensic techniques exploited cast
shadows for which a unique object-to-shadow pairing could be estimated (e.g., the tip of a
cone). In contrast, partial constraints allow us to exploit a broad range of ambiguous cast
and attached shadows, and shadows cast by area lights. Although each partial constraint
is typically not highly informative, a combination of many such constraints can be highly
eﬀective in detecting inconsistent shadows that are not perceptually obvious. The subsequent determination of shadow consistency is framed as a standard linear programming
problem aﬀording a computationally eﬃcient solution. A consistent solution to all speciﬁed
shadow constraints is interpreted to mean that the shadows are physically plausible while
a failure to ﬁnd a solution is used as evidence of photo tampering. In the latter case, it can
be diﬃcult to visually identify which constraints are inconsistent. We therefore developed
a method to identify the inconsistent constraints thus providing insight into which parts of
an image were manipulated.
This method is intended for use where there is only a single dominant light source.
While this limitation does preclude analysis of scenes lit by multiple point lights, it includes
the common situation of outdoor scenes lit by the sun or indoor scenes photographed with
a ﬂash. Scenes with multiple light sources or strong interreﬂections are usually evident by
a corresponding multitude of shadows for a single object.
Beyond an assumption of linear perspective projection and a single dominant light
source, no other assumptions about the scene geometry or photometry are required. Should
lens distortion be an issue, standard techniques can be employed to estimate and remove
lens distortion. Alternatively the constraint wedges could be expanded to accommodate the
bounded movement of features in the image plane due to lens or other types of distortion.
A key step in applying our method is for the analyst to select a set of shadows from
the image and to specify appropriate wedges or half-planes. A poor selection of constraints
could, of course, lead to a failure in detecting a manipulated image. To minimize the
likelihood of this, we have developed a simple user interface which helps an analyst quickly
and reliably identify inconsistent shadow constraints (when they are present).
Even with this interface, our method relies on a user correctly selecting constraints. The
strength of our approach is that these constraints can be objectively validated because the
correspondence between objects and their shadows is generally clear. In cases where the
relation is not clear, large encompassing wedges may be speciﬁed or other less ambiguous
shadows may be used. In the case of area lights, the analyst can select points that lie
conservatively within the umbra, and penumbra-to-object constraints can be speciﬁed when
the area light is suﬃciently large for points in the penumbra to be objectively identiﬁed.
Our method therefore shifts the dialogue from “does the lighting/shadow look correct?”
(which is well known to be highly unreliable), to a discussion of whether an analyst has
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correctly selected the range of points on an object that correspond to a point on a shadow
(a far more objective task). In this regard, our method lets humans do what computers are
poor at — understanding scene content — and lets the computer do what humans are poor
at — assessing the validity of geometric constraints.
A suﬃciently informed forger (as in [221]) could, of course, use this forensic technique to
ensure that all shadows are consistent. One way to counter this is to combine this shadow
analysis with other techniques for estimating lighting from a single image [185, 187, 135].
This addition will make it more diﬃcult, but never impossible, to create a consistent and
visually compelling forgery.
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Chapter 3
Shading
We have thus far described how shadows can be used to partially constrain the projected
location of point and area light sources. We now describe how the shading on objects provides a similar partial constraint. Speciﬁcally, we develop a shading-based partial constraint
on the projected location of a point light source in the image plane, and therefore facilitate integration of shading constraints with the shadow constraints described in Chapter 2.
These constraints are combined into a simple linear formulation to determine the mutual
physical plausibility of shading and shadows in scenes illuminated by point light sources.
Shown in Figure 3.1 is an example of our shading and shadow analysis applied to what
might, at ﬁrst glance, appear to be an unlikely photo. A collection of shading constraints is
speciﬁed from occluding contours along the objects, and combined with shadow constraints
(each shown in red). These constraints partially constrain the projected location of the
light source. Because all constraints have a common intersection (outlined in white), we
can determine that there exists a point light source that satisﬁes all constraints. The
shading and shadows in Figure 3.1 can therefore be objectively determined to be physically
plausible, correctly suggesting that the photo is authentic.
Related Work
A large body of work has been established for the estimation of lighting from an object’s
shading. Standard techniques often assume, as we do, a single distant point light source
illuminating a Lambertian surface of constant reﬂectance. Within the vision literature,
methods include shape-from-shading [268, 93, 122], and inverse lighting in which the 3-D
geometry is assumed to be known [174, 266, 91, 269]. Some methods take advantage of
both shading and shadow cues, [144, 253]; unlike our approach, these require complete 3-D
geometric models. Methods that do not require known 3-D geometry have used manuallyapproximated 3-D geometry [114] but are sensitive to user input. When 3-D models are not
available or cannot be easily estimated, 2-D occluding contours can be used to estimate a
2-D subset of the 3-D light direction [185].
In the forensics literature, shading and shadows have been individually exploited to
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Original image copyright 2009, Oﬃcial White House Photo, http://www.ﬂickr.com/photos/whitehouse

Figure 3.1: Our analysis ﬁnds that the shading and shadows in this photo of President Obama and
Vice President Biden are physically consistent with a single light source. Shading along occluding
contours and cast and attached shadows provide constraints (red wedges) on the projected location
of the light source. Shown are four representative examples (magnify right panel for more details).
All constraints intersect (white outline), indicating that they are mutually consistent.

detect photo tampering [105, 107, 265, 117, 151, 211]. The combination of shading and
shadow has been considered for estimating 2-D light direction [110], and for estimating the
location of light sources [234, 235]. This work is however demonstrated only in the analysis
of paintings, and assumes orthographic projection (an overly limiting assumption in many
practical situations).
Within this context, our work takes a diﬀerent approach to lighting-based forensics.
Rather than explicitly estimating lighting, we use shading and shadows to partially constrain
the projected location of the light source, Figure 3.1. This approach has several advantages
in that it makes no assumptions about the underlying scene geometry, makes relatively few
assumptions about the scene (single distant point light source illuminating a Lambertian
surface of constant reﬂectance), assumes a more plausible model of perspective projection,
and combines both shading and shadow cues within a single uniﬁed framework. Perhaps
most importantly, our method can be applied to a broader class of photos for which the
explicit estimation of lighting would be diﬃcult or impossible.
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3.1

Methods

In this section we formulate how shading on an object constrains the location of a distant
point light source in 3-D and in the projected 2-D image. We show that these 2-D shading
constraints can be combined with 2-D shadow constraints within a linear framework to
determine if the shading and shadows in an image are physically consistent with a single
light source.
Throughout, the following notational conventions are used. Scalar values are lowercase
letters (a), vectors are bold lowercase letters (v), and matrices are bold capital letters (A).
Italicized vectors denote quantities in the 2-D image plane (v), while roman vectors denote
quantities in the 3-D world or higher dimensions (v). Individual elements of vectors or
columns of matrices are referenced by subscripts: vk is the k th element of vector v, and
ak is k th column of matrix A. Vectors that represent homogeneous quantities in the image
plane are denoted as ṽ and their Cartesian equivalent is simply v.

3.1.1

Shading constraints (3-D)

Under an inﬁnitely distant point light source, the radiance r of an image patch that corresponds to a surface with constant Lambertian reﬂectance and normal n = nx ny nz

T

is

given by
r = n · s + a,
where s = sx sy sz

T

(3.1)

speciﬁes the direction to the light source, and the magnitude of

s is proportional to the light’s brightness. The constant term a is the so-called ambient
term which approximates indirect illumination. Note that this expression assumes that the
angle between the surface normal and light is less than 90◦ . The components of this lighting
model can be estimated from k ≥ 4 patches with known surface normals. The equations for
each surface normal and corresponding radiance are packed into the following linear system:
⎛

nT1

⎜ T
⎜n2
⎜ .
⎜ .
⎝ .
nTk

⎞

1

⎟
s
1⎟
.. ⎟
⎟ a
.⎠

= r

(3.2)

1
Ne = r ,

(3.3)

where r is a vector of observed radiance for each patch. The lighting parameters e can be
estimated using standard least squares:
e0 = (NT N)−1 NT r ,
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(3.4)

(a)

(d)

(b)

(e)

(c)

(f)

Figure 3.2: Shading constraints in 3-D (left) and 2-D (right): (a) when the linear system in Equation (3.3) is fully conditioned, the 3-D location of the light source, s0 , can be uniquely determined;
(b-c) if the linear system is not fully conditioned, then the 3-D location of the light source is constrained to a semi-circular arc or a hemisphere, depending on the rank of the linear system (w3 and
w4 are the vectors corresponding to the singular values of the linear system). Shown in panels (d)-(f)
is the projection of these constraints onto the image plane, where the camera’s center of projection
is denoted by .
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where e0 denotes the estimated parameters, and its ﬁrst three components specify the
brightness-scaled light direction, s0 . The normalized light direction, s0 /||s0 ||, can be visualized as a point on the surface of the unit sphere, Figure 3.2(a).
When the matrix N is well conditioned, this estimation is straightforward. In practice,
however, the matrix N may be poorly conditioned or rank deﬁcient due to a limited number,
or range, of known surface normals. In such situations it is not possible to determine an
exact solution, e0 , of the lighting parameters but it is still possible to constrain the solution
to a space of possible solutions.
Consider the singular value decomposition (SVD) of the linear system in Equation (3.3):
UΛVT e = r .

(3.5)

This decomposition projects the lighting parameters e onto an orthonormal basis V:
V = v1 v2 v3 v4 =


w1 w2 w3 w4
b1

b2

b3

b4

(3.6)

where wi are 3 × 1 vectors and bi are scalar values. Note that wi and bi form a basis for the
brightness-scaled light direction s and ambient component a. After projection onto vectors
vi , e is scaled by the diagonal matrix Λ of singular values λi , and then transformed into
image radiance by the matrix U. Using the convention that the singular values, λ1 , . . . , λ4 ,
are sorted from largest to smallest, the well-conditioned dimensions of the solution space
are given by the columns of Λ and V that correspond to singular values λi /λ1  0. The
lighting parameters e can be estimated within the subspace spanned by the well-conditioned
vectors vi of the singular value decomposition:
e 0 = N+ r ,

(3.7)

where N+ denotes the pseudo-inverse.
When one singular value is degenerate, λ4 /λ1 ≈ 0, possible lighting solutions are given
by e0 + αv4 , where e0 is the solution to the modiﬁed linear system in Equation (3.7), α is
a scalar, and v4 is the fourth column of matrix V. This constrains the brightness-scaled
direction of the light source s to a line in 3-D:
s = s0 + αw4 ,

(3.8)

where s0 is the ﬁrst three components of e0 corresponding to the light direction, and w4
is the ﬁrst three components of singular vector v4 . This line passes through the point s0
and is parallel to w4 . The corresponding set of normalized light directions, s/||s||, forms a
semi-circular arc, which is the projection of the line onto the unit sphere, Figure 3.2(b).
When two singular values are degenerate, λ4 /λ1 ≈ 0 and λ3 /λ1 ≈ 0, possible lighting
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solutions are given by e0 + αv4 + βv3 , where e0 is the least-squares solution to the modiﬁed
linear system, and both α and β are scalars. This constrains the brightness-scaled direction
of the light source s to a plane in 3-D:
s = s0 + αw4 + βw3 ,

(3.9)

which passes through s0 and is parallel to both w4 and w3 . The corresponding set of
normalized light directions forms a hemispherical surface, which is the projection of the
plane onto the unit sphere, Figure 3.2(c).
When three singular values are degenerate, λ4 /λ1 ≈ 0, λ3 /λ1 ≈ 0, and λ2 /λ1 ≈ 0, the
null space of the linear system spans the full 3-D space, thus providing no constraint on the
light direction s.

3.1.2

Shading constraints (2-D)

In the previous section we described how an object’s shading may constrain the 3-D direction
of a distant point light. In this section we develop a representation of these constraints
that can be combined with constraints from shadows (detailed in Section 3.1.4). Light
directions in 3-D can be treated as points at inﬁnity and projected into the 2-D image
plane. Constraints on the 3-D lighting direction can, therefore, be expressed as constraints
on the projected light location in the 2-D image plane.
For simplicity, but without loss of generality, let the surface normals n and direction of
the light source s be speciﬁed in the camera’s coordinate system in which the camera faces
down the −z axis. Under an idealized perspective camera with focal length f and image
center c, the light source at inﬁnity in direction s projects to a point in the image plane:
⎛

f

0

cx

⎞

⎜
⎟
s̃ = ⎝ 0 f cy ⎠ s
0 0 −1
= Ks

(3.10)
(3.11)

where the image point s̃ is speciﬁed in homogeneous coordinates, and K is the camera’s
intrinsic matrix.
When the linear system, Equation (3.3), is fully conditioned, the direction of the light
source, s, can be unambiguously estimated, s = s0 , Figure 3.2(a). This constrains the
projected location, s̃, of the light source s to a single point in the image:
s̃ = Ks0 .

(3.12)

Shown in Figure 3.2(d) is the projection, s0 , of the 3-D direction, s0 , onto a 2-D image
plane (the camera center of projection is denoted by
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).

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 3.3: Geometric conﬁgurations that lead to point (a), line (b), and half-plane (c) constraints
on the projected location of the light source. Shown in each panel is the projection of a 3-D object
(right) into the image plane (the camera’s center of projection is denoted by ). A point constraint
can be speciﬁed when a full 3-D model is available. Surface normals along an extended portion of
an occluding contour provide a line constraint, and normals along a small portion of the occluding
contour provide a half-plane constraint.
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When one singular value is degenerate, the brightness-scaled light direction is constrained to a line in 3-D, s = s0 + αw4 , which corresponds to a half-circle of directions,
Figure 3.2(b). These directions project to a line in the image plane:
s̃ = K(s0 + αw4 ) .

(3.13)

Shown in Figure 3.2(e) is the projection of the 3-D constraint (a half-circle of directions)
onto a 2-D image plane. Note that light directions behind the camera’s center of projection
(blue arc) are projected into the lower part of the line (blue line segment), while light
directions in front of the camera (red arc) are projected into the upper part of the line (red
line segment). These two line segments meet at the image of vector w4 , Kw4 (denoted by

• in the image plane). This line and its segments can be described by a position p and
direction d in the image:
p̃ = Kw4

(3.14)

d = sign (s0z )(p − s0 ) ,

(3.15)

where s0 is the projected location of the least-squares solution of the light direction, s0 , and
s0z is its z-component. Direction d identiﬁes the line segment onto which light directions in
front of the camera project (see Appendix A.1 for a derivation).
When two singular values are degenerate, the brightness-scaled light direction is constrained to a plane in 3-D, s = s0 + αw4 + βw3 , which corresponds to a half-sphere of
directions, Figure 3.2(c). These directions project to a plane in the image:
s̃ = K(s0 + αw4 + βw3 ) .

(3.16)

Although this plane encompasses the entire image, it consists of two half-planes, Figure 3.2(f):
one for light directions in front of the camera (red), and one for directions behind the camera
(blue). These half-planes are described by a position p and direction d in the image:
p̃ = Kw4

(3.17)

d = sign h̃ · s̃0 h̃1 h̃2

T

,

(3.18)

where h̃ is the homogeneous line through the image of w4 and w3 :
h̃ = Kw4 × Kw3 .

(3.19)

Direction d identiﬁes the half-plane into which light directions in front of the camera project
(see Appendix A.1 for a derivation).
Lastly, when three singular values are degenerate, the light direction is unconstrained
in 3-D and thus provides no constraint on the projected location of the light in the image
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plane.
Figure 3.3 illustrates how diﬀerent conﬁgurations of surface normals can lead to the
point, line, and half-plane constraints on the projected location of the light source. Shown
in panel (a) is the case where a full 3-D model of the object is known, yielding a full rank
matrix N in Equation (3.3) and a point constraint. Shown in panel (b) is the case where
only approximately coplanar normals along an extended portion of the object’s occluding
boundary are known. These occluding normals yield one degenerate singular value in N,
producing a line constraint. Lastly, shown in panel (c) is a case where only normals along
a small portion of the object’s occluding boundary are speciﬁed, yielding two degenerate
singular values in N and a half-plane constraint.

3.1.3

Satisﬁability of multiple constraints

In a forensic setting, we would like to determine if the shading on objects in a photo
are physically consistent with a single light source. We therefore combine the shading
constraints from multiple objects in a scene into a single linear system to determine if they
are collectively satisﬁable. Consider ﬁrst the case in which the light source is in front of the
camera. When the light position can be constrained to a point in the image, Equation (3.12),
the following equality constraint (in homogeneous coordinates) is placed on the location of
the light source s:
s̃ = Ks0 .

(3.20)

When the light position can be constrained to a line, Equation (3.13), the following constraint is placed on s:
s = αd + p
α ≥ 0 ,

(3.21)
(3.22)

where p and d are given by Equations (3.14)-(3.15). And, when the light position is constrained by a half-plane, Equation (3.16), an inequality constraint is placed on s:
s·d−p·d ≥ 0 ,

(3.23)

where p and d are given by Equations (3.17)-(3.19).
Each of these constraints are linear, and multiple constraints can therefore be combined
into a linear program to check for mutual consistency. A viable solution to the linear
program means that the shading in an image is consistent, while a failure to ﬁnd a viable
solution means that one or more of the constraints are inconsistent with a single light source.
When the light source is behind the camera, its projection into the image is inverted by
linear perspective projection. To contend with this possibility, a second linear program is
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Figure 3.4: A cast and attached shadow constraint. The projected location of the light source lies
on a line that connects a point in the cone’s cast shadow with its corresponding point on the cone.
An attached shadow on the cone constrains the projected location of the light source to be in a
half-plane, speciﬁed by the orientation and polarity of the shadow terminator.

constructed in which all constraint inequalities are reversed. The shading is determined to
be consistent if either linear program is satisﬁable.

3.1.4

Shadow constraints (2-D)

The previous sections have described how the shading of an object can be used to constrain
the projected location of a point light source. As described in Chapter 2, cast and attached
shadows also constrain the projected location of a point light source. These 2-D shadow
constraints take the form of linear inequalities and can therefore be combined with our
shading constraints to further constrain the projected location of the light source. We brieﬂy
restate the constraints provided by cast and attached shadows to reveal their relationship
with shading constraints.
Cast shadows
Fundamentally, cast shadow constraints are deﬁned by connecting a point in shadow to its
corresponding point on the shadow-casting object, as illustrated in Figure 3.4 (solid line).
In the 3-D scene, this ray intersects the light source. In a 2-D image of the scene created
under linear perspective, the projection of this ray remains a straight line that must connect
the images of the shadow and object points, and must intersect the projected location of
the light source. These constraints hold regardless of the geometry of the object and the
surface onto which the shadows are cast, and hold for either an inﬁnitely distant or local
light. The theoretical partial constraint on the light source, s, that cast shadows specify is
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therefore a line:
s = αd + p
α ≥ 0 ,

(3.24)
(3.25)

where p is a point in a shadow, and d is a vector connecting p to the corresponding point on
the object. Notice that this constraint has the same form as the line constraint provided by
shading, Equations (3.21)-(3.22). As such, these cast shadow constraints can be seamlessly
combined with the shading constraints, Section 3.1.3.
Attached shadows
Attached shadows occur when objects occlude the light from themselves, leaving a portion
of the object in shadow, as illustrated in Figure 3.4 (dashed line and arrow). Points are
in shadow if the surface normal makes an angle greater than 90 degrees with the direction
toward the light. The surface contour that divides points in shadow from those receiving
light is known as the terminator. Surface normals along this contour form a 90 degree angle
with the direction to the light. Similar to a cast shadow, there is a correspondence between
points in and out of shadow on either side of the terminator. This correspondence, however,
can only be speciﬁed to within a half-plane because the light’s elevation is ambiguous to
within 180 degrees. Attached shadows therefore constrain the projected location of the light
source s to a half-plane:
s·d−p·d ≥ 0 ,

(3.26)

where p is a point on a terminator, and d is a vector orthogonal to the terminator in the
direction of the illuminated side of the attached shadow. Notice that this constraint has
the same form as the half-plane constraint provided by shading, Equation (3.23). As such,
these attached shadow constraints can be seamlessly combined with the shading constraints,
Section 3.1.3.
As with the shading constraints, when the light source is behind the camera, its projection into the image is inverted by linear perspective projection. To contend with this
possibility, a second linear program is constructed in which all constraint inequalities are
reversed. The shadows are determined to be consistent if either linear program is satisﬁable.

3.1.5

Uncertain shading constraints

To this point we have assumed an ideal system in which the shading and shadow constraints
can be precisely and accurately speciﬁed. However, luminance non-linearities, imprecise
normals due to limited pixel resolution, and deviations from the Lambertian and distant
point-source assumptions will introduce errors into the estimated light direction. It is
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(a)

(c)

(e)

(b)

(d)

(f )

Figure 3.5: Shown in each panel is an occluding contour along the top of an object. The projected
location of the light source is denoted as s and the least squares estimate of the light source is denoted
as s0 . Shown are the following constraints, parameterzied by a position p and direction d: (a) a
line constraint; (b) its corresponding convex wedge-shaped constraint; (c) a half-plane constraint;
(d) its corresponding concave wedge-shaped constraint; (e) the pair of wedge-shaped constraints
superimposed; and (f) the intersection of these two constraints yielding a single convex constraint.

therefore important to incorporate a model of uncertainty into the estimation of lighting.
We note that in a forensic setting, a full 3-D model of an object is not typically available.
As such, we will focus only on the more commonly occurring situation in which the lighting
can only be constrained to a line or half-plane.
For simplicity, and because it yields linear constraints, we assume that uncertainty in the
shading constraints aﬀects only the constraint direction d in Equations (3.21) and (3.23) and
that p is not signiﬁcantly aﬀected. This corresponds to the assumption that the dominant
source of uncertainty is in the measured image radiance.
Shown in Figure 3.5(a) and (c) are examples where the estimated lighting constraints
(parameterized by p and d) do not correctly constrain the true projected location of the
light source, s. By introducing uncertainty in the estimated direction d, these constraints
take on a wedge-shape as shown in Figure 3.5(b) and (d). In each case, the wedge-shaped
region speciﬁes a range of plausible projected light positions, and contends with uncertainty
in the initial estimated lighting constraints.
Convex wedges, Figure 3.5(b), can be described by the intersection of two half-planes,
each of which are linear. Concave wedges, Figure 3.5(d), however, are not linear, precluding
a linear solution to determine the satisﬁability of constraints, Section 3.1.3.
This problem of concave constraints can be overcome by noting that, although the line
and half-plane constraints are described in terms of degeneracy in the linear system, both
constraints can be constructed for a particular linear system. That is, instead of constructing
only one constraint for each object (either a line or half-plane constraint), we construct
both constraints regardless of conditioning, and add angular uncertainty as dictated by the
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corresponding singular values of the linear system, Figure 3.5(e). (More details on this
construction are given below). The constraints are then intersected to produce a combined
constraint, Figure 3.5(f). If this combined constraint speciﬁes a convex wedge, it can be
incorporated into the linear program, Section 3.1.3, otherwise, it can conservatively omitted.
The uncertainty of constraints, characterized as the width of the resulting wedge-shaped
region, specify a conﬁdence on the angle between the constraint direction d and the vector
from p to the light source (up to an inversion of d due to lights that lie behind the camera).
In part, this uncertainty depends upon measurable characteristics of the linear system,
which includes the singular value associated with the constraint, the range of surface normals
that are available, and the extent to which the estimated lighting parameters, e, can explain
the observed image intensity.
We therefore describe the uncertainty for line and half-plane constraints as functions
Φl (·) and Φh (·), of three parameters κ, θ, and ρ. The ﬁrst parameter, κ, is the condition
of the line constraint, κl = λ3 /λ1 , or half-plane constraint, κh = λ2 /λ1 . The second parameter, θ, is the range of surface normals, measured to be independent of image resolution
by constructing a histogram over the directions of the normals and computing the number
of degrees spanned by non-empty bins. Lastly, the extent to which the lighting model can
explain the observed image intensity is measured as the R-value, ρ, of the least-squares
solution.
Large-scale simulations are used to estimate the uncertainty functions, and are detailed
in Appendix A.2. Random 3-D shapes are imaged under random point lights, and by cameras with random focal lengths and image centers. Common sources of uncertainty are
included: a secondary point light is added to simulate inter-reﬂections and other eﬀects,
and the images are subjected to noise, random gamma corrections, and quantization. Appendix A.3 details this shading. Random portions of the shaded objects are selected to
compute the directions d of the line and half-plane constraints, and their angles φ to the
light source. This simulation is repeated for many such samples φ, and each is assigned to
its requisite quantized location in the domain of the uncertainty functions. The uncertainty
functions specify the angle below which a majority of the angles φ fall at each quantized
location in the function domain (e.g. 99.9%).
To build a constraint from an occluding contour, the position, direction, and width of the
line and half-plane wedges are estimated, and their intersection computed. This produces
a combined wedge with half-width, Φc , direction dc , and position pc = p. Convex wedges
(Φc ≤ 90◦ ) can be described by a pair of half-planes:
s · n1c − pc · n1c ≥ 0

and s · n2c − pc · n2c ≥ 0 ,

(3.27)

where s is the unknown location of the light source. Vectors nic are
n1c = HT Rdc

and n2c = HRT dc ,
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(3.28)

where H is a 90◦ rotation matrix, and matrix R speciﬁes a rotation of Φc degrees. Lastly,
concave wedges (Φc > 90◦ ) cannot be described by linear constraints, and are therefore
omitted for simplicity.

3.1.6

Uncertain shadow constraints

It may be diﬃcult to accurately specify a cast shadow constraint due to ﬁnite resolution,
ambiguity in matching a cast shadow to its corresponding object, or when the shadow is
indistinct. As described in Chapter 2, modeling uncertainty in cast shadow constraints is
relatively straightforward. We brieﬂy restate this model here for completeness.
The line constraint for cast shadows can be relaxed to a wedge-shaped constraint by
allowing a forensic analyst to select a point on a shadow and a range of possible corresponding points on the object that safely encompass the correct object-shadow pairing. These
relaxed constraints can be described by a pair of half-planes:
s · n1i − pi · n1i ≥ 0

and s · n2i − pi · n2i ≥ 0 ,

(3.29)

where the normal vectors ni are deﬁned such that points within the wedge are on the
positive side of both half-plane constraints. These wedge constraints are linear and the
satisﬁability of a collection of these, along with other linear shading-based constraints, can
be determined using linear programming, Section 3.1.3. Note that these constraints are
identical to the wedge-shaped shading constraints, Equation (3.27). Lastly, an analyst may
sometimes prefer to instead select a point on an object and a range of possible corresponding
points in shadow, rather than a point in shadow and a range of possible points on the object.
In this case the vectors n in Equation (3.29) are simply replaced by −n.
As noted previously, we assume that an attached shadow constraint can be reliably
speciﬁed due to the relative ease with which the terminator on an attached shadow can
be speciﬁed. This has the beneﬁt of avoiding non-linear concave constraints which would
preclude a linear solution, Section 3.1.3.

3.1.7

Forensics

A photo may contain a variety of shaded objects along with cast and attached shadows.
Shadow constraints are speciﬁed manually, while shading constraints are speciﬁed semiautomatically. In practice full 3-D geometric models of scene objects are rarely available
and determining surface normals from a single image is generally diﬃcult and error prone.
We therefore restrict ourselves to using points along occluding contours, for which normals
can be reasonably estimated. The normals along occluding contours will generally not span
the full 3-D space and therefore produce under-constrained systems corresponding to line
and half-plane shading constraints.
An analyst speciﬁes a shading constraint by ﬁrst identifying a segment of an occluding
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contour having a constant Lambertian reﬂectance. The 2-D image normals, n = nx ny

T

,

are computed from this occluding contour (a Bezier or other general-purpose curve can be
ﬁt to this contour, from which the 2-D normals can be analytically estimated). Under a
model of linear perspective projection, the corresponding 3-D surface normal is given by:
⎡
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⎢
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(3.30)

where x is the 2-D image location of each corresponding 2-D normal, f is the camera’s focal
length, c is the image center, and it is assumed that n is subsequently scaled to unit length
(see Appendix A.4 for a derivation of this expression). These normals and the corresponding
image radiance r along the occluding contour are used to estimate the lighting parameters
e, Equation (3.2). If the camera’s focal length, f , and image center, c, are known or can
be estimated, then this estimation is straightforward. As we will describe below, however,
explicit knowledge of these parameters is not necessary.
The linear system used to estimate the lighting parameters e, Equation (3.2), will typically be degenerate due to the limited range of normals provided by an occluding contour.
This system, therefore, is solved by computing the pseudo-inverse, Equation (3.7). The
SVD of the matrix of surface normals, N = UΛVT , is then computed. Using the estimated lighting parameters, e0 = (s0 a0 )T , and the matrix V, the position and direction of
the line constraint, pl and dl , are given by Equations (3.14)-(3.15), and the position and
direction of the half-plane constraint, ph and dh , are given by Equations (3.17)-(3.18).
Next, an occluding contour’s line and half-plane constraints are adjusted to contend with
uncertainty in the estimation of the lighting parameters, Section 3.1.5. The line constraint
takes on a wedge shape with position pl , direction dl , and angular half-width Φl (κl , θ, ρ);
the half-plane constraint also takes on a wedge shape with position ph , direction dh , and
angular half-width Φh (κh , θ, ρ). These two constraints are intersected to produce a single
wedge-shaped region with position pc = pl = ph . Because both constituent wedges may be
concave, the direction dc , and angular half-width, Φc , of the combined wedge is computed
using a simple case-based algorithm. If the resulting wedge is concave, and hence non-linear,
no constraint is speciﬁed.
Each convex constraint (pc , dc , Φc ) is added to a linear program by constructing a pair
of half-planes, Equations (3.27)-(3.28). Similarly, each shadow constraint, speciﬁed by the
analyst as either a wedge or half-plane constraint is added to the linear program. A solution
to the linear program means that the shading and shadows in an image are consistent, while
a failure to ﬁnd a viable solution means that one or more of the constraints are inconsistent
with a single light source. In order to contend with the situation when the light source is
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behind the camera, each constraint is reversed to yield a second linear program. Both of
these systems are solved to determine if there is a viable light location that satisﬁes all of
the constraints.
Lastly, recall that the estimation of the 3-D surface normals, Equation (3.30), requires
knowledge of the camera’s focal length f and image center c. Because the estimation of
these parameters from a single image can be diﬃcult or, in some situations, impossible,
we forgo their explicit estimation and instead simply search for camera parameters that
yield a viable solution to the speciﬁed constraints. Speciﬁcally, we quantize the range of
plausible focal lengths and image centers into a small set of values. The functions Φl (·) and
Φh (·), which account for the uncertainty in the estimation of the lighting parameters, are
adjusted to include the additional uncertainty that is introduced by this quantization. Each
quantized tuple of camera parameters is used to construct the required 3-D surface normals,
and the satisﬁability of the corresponding linear programs is checked. This approach is
computationally eﬃcient due to the simplicity of the linear formulation, and because a
relatively coarse quantization of the focal length and image center has proven to be suﬃcient,
Appendix A.2.

3.2

Results

We partition our results into two main sections. In the ﬁrst section we report on a set of
large-scale simulations used to validate the model of uncertainty employed by the shadingbased constraints, Section 3.1.5. In particular, we report on the reliability and speciﬁcity
of the shading constraints under a variety of assumptions that are consistent with, and
that violate, our basic imaging assumptions. In the second section we apply our forensic
technique to authentic and visually compelling forgeries.

3.2.1

Simulations

In the ideal situation, the wedge-shaped shading constraints will be just broad enough so
as to always encompass the estimated light position, but narrow enough so as to reliably
detect diﬀerences in lighting. We quantify these criteria in terms of the reliability and
speciﬁcity of the wedge-shaped constraints. The reliability is measured as the probability
that a constraint correctly encompasses the true light source. The speciﬁcity is measured
as the probability that a random light position satisﬁes one or more constraints.
Reliability
Shown in Figure 3.6 is a scene rendered with the physically-based renderer Mitsuba [104].
This rock garden scene was rendered with either a point light, an area light subtending 5◦ ,
or a physically-based daylight model [208]. In each case, one of these distant light sources
was placed in one of 49 possible directions, uniformly sampled over a hemisphere (excluding
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Figure 3.6: A synthetic scene rendered with the physically based renderer Mitsuba [104]. This
basic scene was used to test the reliability and speciﬁcity of the shading constraints.

an elevation below 40 degrees). This sampling was chosen to match that used in simulation
of shadow constraints, Chapter 2.
The scene was also rendered with the objects having diﬀerent material properties. Each
object’s material was of constant reﬂectance and was either Lambertian, a rough diﬀuse material (modeling surfaces such as concrete and clay [188]), a rough plastic material (modeled
by the physically-based Beckmann macrofacet distribution [14]), or a woven cloth material [102].
The image rendering was conﬁgured to yield objects with an average resolution of 276
(default) or 136 square pixels, 1% (default) or 2% additive noise, and gamma correction in
the range [1.2, 1.8] (default) or [1.5, 2.1].
Shading constraints were constructed by dividing the illuminated portion of each rock’s
occluding contour into 20 segments, from which a random subset of between 1 and 20 segments were selected. The corresponding 3-D occluding normals were estimated by selecting
a focal length and image center within precision assumed by the uncertainty functions, Φl
and Φh , Appendix A.2. A total of 784, 000 constraints were speciﬁed for each of 9 types of
scenes (3 lighting scenarios, 3 material types, and 3 rendering conﬁgurations).
The constraints were designed to have an average reliability of 99.8%, Appendix A.2. We
therefore expect that this percentage of constraints will encompass the projected location
of the light source.
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In the case of a distant point light source, Lambertian reﬂectance, a 276 square pixel
resolution, 1% additive noise, and gamma in the range [1.2, 1.8], the projected location of
the light source was encompassed by 99.3% of the constraints. An area light yielded the same
reliability, and a daylight model yielded a higher reliability of 99.9%. The daylight model
improves reliability because it contributes a stronger ambient illumination that decreases
the signal to noise ratio. This, in turn, results in wider constraints thus improving overall
reliability.
In the case of non-Lambertian surfaces illuminated by a distant point light source and
the default remaining imaging parameters, rough diﬀuse objects, rough plastic, and cloth
material yielded constraints with a reliability of 99.6%, 96.4%, and 99.2% respectively.
Rough plastic led to a reduction in reliability by several percentage points because the
roughened specular component biases the estimated light direction, but does not yield a
corresponding increase in the constraint width.
Returning to a distant point light source and a Lambertian surface, a decrease in resolution to 136 square pixels yielded a reliability of 94.4%. An increase in the additive noise
to 2% yielded a reliability of 99.8%. An increase in gamma into the range [1.5, 2.1] yielded
a reliability of 99.4%. As expected, the reduced resolution impacts the reliability. The
increased gamma had little aﬀect on reliability, and interestingly an increased level of noise
improves reliability. This higher reliability is due to a reduced signal to noise ratio, which
reduces the R-value of the least-squares solution and therefore yields a wider constraint.
In summary, the overall reliability of the shading constraints was computed by averaging
constraints across all scene types (lights, reﬂectance models, and image degradations). This
yields an overall reliability of 99.3%.
Speciﬁcity
The width of each constraint determines its speciﬁcity, which is deﬁned as the likelihood
that a random light direction is satisﬁed by one, or more, constraints. The speciﬁcity is
computed for a variable number and range of occluding contours from the scenes described
in the preceding section, Figure 3.6.
Random 3-D light directions were drawn from a hemisphere, excluding an elevation
below 10 degrees and projected into the image.1 When the entire illuminated portion of an
occluding contour was used, the median constraint width was 30◦ , and was satisﬁed by 19%
of random light directions. As constraints were added, up to a total of 8, this probability
decreased to 6%, Figure 3.7.
When one half of the contour was selected, the median constraint width was 75◦ , and
was satisﬁed by 44% of random light directions. This probability decreased to 18% when all
8 available constraints were used, Figure 3.7. When one quarter of the contour was selected,
the median constraint width was 119◦ , and was satisﬁed by 65% of random light directions.
1

This sampling aﬀords comparison with the speciﬁcity of simulated shadow constraints, Figure 2.7 (left).
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Figure 3.7: The median probability that a randomly selected light direction will satisfy between
one and eight shading constraints. Each curve corresponds to constraints built from the entire
illuminated portion of the occluding contour (bottom), half of the contour (middle), or a quarter of
the contour (top). The error bars correspond to the 25th and 75th quantile. This speciﬁcity can be
compared to that of shadow constraints, Figure 2.7 (left).

This probability decreased to 26% when all 8 constraints were used, Figure 3.7. Overall,
the speciﬁcity is directly proportional to the number and extent of constraints. Note that
this speciﬁcity can be compared to that of simulated shadow constraints, Figure 2.7 (left).
We also measured the decrease in speciﬁcity that results when the camera intrinsic
parameters are unknown. Unknown camera parameters led to only a modest increase in
the width of the constraints, and hence the speciﬁcity. In particular, the percentage of
random light directions that satisﬁed constraints with unknown parameters increased by an
average of only 1.8% over those with known parameters.
And lastly, recall that we exclude any concave constraints as they cannot be incorporated
into the linear program. In the above simulations, an average of only 1.2% of the constraints
were concave.

3.2.2

Real world

Shown in the top left panel of Figure 3.8 is an authentic photo. This scene was illuminated
by a single light source located behind the camera and approximately 10 m from the scene.
Shown in the top right panel are a variety of shading and shadow constraints, magniﬁed
views of which are shown beneath.
Shading constraints (black dots) are computed from segments along occluding contours
(outlined in yellow). These include cloth, ceramic, and organic materials. Only the reverse
constraints are shown, corresponding to the case when the light is behind the camera. These
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shading constraints are physically plausible, as indicated by their feasible region (outlined
in black).
Shadow constraints are speciﬁed by identifying correspondences between shadows and
objects (white squares). Note that these constraints may be speciﬁed from shadow to object
(labels b, c, e), or from object to shadow (labels a, d, f ). As with the shading constraints,
only the reverse constraints are shown. These shadow constraints are mutually physically
plausible, as indicated by their feasible region (outlined in white).
Because the individual feasible regions intersect, the shading and shadow constraints
are mutually consistent. This common intersection of all shading and shadow constraints
correctly suggests that the lighting in this scene is consistent with a single light source.
Shown in the bottom left panel of Figure 3.8 is a composite image in which three objects
(the squash and the green and orange shirts) have been replaced with versions photographed
under diﬀerent lighting. The same set of shading and shadows constraints were used as in the
original version of this image. As shown in the lower right panel, however, the constraints
are no longer satisﬁable: the shadow constraints labeled a and f have a common intersection
to the right, while the shading constraints labeled 8, 9, 0 have a common intersection to the
left.
For the authentic photo in Figure 3.8, a viable solution was found with a focal length
f = 60 mm and image center c = (0, 0). For the composite photo, no combination of focal
length and image center yields a viable solution.
Shown in the top left panel of Figure 3.9 is an authentic photo of a scene illuminated
by the sun. Objects with distinct points were placed in the scene to allow for precise
localization of the light source. Shown in the top right panel are a variety of shading
and shadow constraints; only the reverse constraints are shown. The available shading
constraints are physically plausible, as indicated by their feasible region outlined in black,
The shadow constraints are also physically plausible as indicated by their feasible region
outlined in white. Furthermore, the shading and shadow constraints are mutually consistent
because the two feasible regions intersect.
Shown in the bottom left panel of Figure 3.9 is a composite image in which a pink ball has
been added. The remaining cast shadows were then modiﬁed so as to be physically consistent
with the inserted sphere. As seen in the lower right panel, the shading constraints are
physically plausible. This is because the pink ball was photographed under lighting that was
similar to the original scene. The shadow constraints are also physically plausible. Because
these two feasible regions do not intersect, however, the shading and shadow constraints
are seen to not be physically plausible.
Shown in top left panel of Figure 3.10 is a authentic photo that at ﬁrst glance may appear
unlikely2 . Segments of approximately constant reﬂectance are selected along a variety of
occluding contours, labeled 1-8. The outlined black region is the common intersection of
2

Its authenticity is corroborated by additional photos on the source website.
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Figure 3.8: A complete shading and shadow analysis of an authentic (top) and composite (bottom)
photo. Top: shading constraints, denoted by black dots, are selected from a variety of occluding
contours each outlined in yellow. The outlined black region is the common intersection of these
constraints, showing that they are all mutually consistent. Shadow constraints are denoted by white
squares. The outlined white region is the common intersection of these constraints, showing that
the shadows are mutually consistent. Because the viable shading and shadow regions intersect, the
lighting in this photo is physically plausible. Bottom: in this composite photo three objects with
diﬀerent lighting were inserted (the squash and the green and orange shirts). The ﬁve constraints
shown in the lower right are inconsistent, revealing this photo to be a composite.
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Figure 3.9: A complete shading and shadow analysis of an authentic (top) and composite (bottom)
photo. Top: shading constraints, denoted by black dots, are selected from a variety of occluding
contours each outlined in yellow. The outlined black region is the common intersection of these
constraints, showing that they are all mutually consistent. Shadow constraints are denoted by white
squares. The outlined white region is the common intersection of these constraints, showing that
the shadows are mutually consistent. Because the viable shading and shadow regions intersect, the
lighting in this photo is physically plausible. Bottom: the pink ball in the upper right along with its
cast shadow were inserted into the image. The remaining cast shadows were then digitally altered
to be mutually consistent, as seen by the outlined white region. Despite the addition of the shading
constraint from the pink ball, the shading on the objects is also mutually consistent, as seen by the
outlined black region. The combination of shading and shadow constraints, however, is inconsistent:
the viable region of the shading does not intersect the viable region of the shadows.
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Original image copyright 2010, Connect for the Cure, http://connectforthecure.blogspot.com

Figure 3.10: An authentic photo and the result of a shading and shadow consistency check. The
region of plausible light positions that satisfy the shading constraints is outlined in black, and for
the shadows, in white. These regions intersect, correctly suggesting that the shading and shadow is
physically plausible.

these constraints. Shadow constraints, labeled a-g, have a common intersection outlined in
white. Because the viable shading and shadow regions intersect, the lighting in this photo
is physically plausible.
Shown in the top panel of Figure 3.11 is a composite photo in which the man and boy
were inserted from an unrelated photo. Despite the somewhat fantastic nature of the photo,
the shading and shadows appear physically plausible. Shown in the lower left are a subset
of shading and shadow constraints. Shading constraints are speciﬁed along the woman’s
shoulders, the two hats, and along the man’s hands. Cast shadow constraints are labeled
a, b, d, e, and f , and attached shadows are labeled c and g. This set of shading and shadow
constraints are not satisﬁable. Shown in the lower right are two subsets of unsatisﬁable
constraints that separately entail both the man (top) and boy (bottom). There does not
exist a light source in front of (shaded red) or behind the camera (shaded blue) that satisﬁes
these constraints under any plausible camera.
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Figure 3.11: A composite photo in which the man and boy were inserted. Bottom left: shading
constraints are labeled 1-4, cast shadow constraints speciﬁed from shadow to object are labeled
a, b, d, cast shadows speciﬁed from object to shadow are labeled e, f , and attached shadows are
labeled c, g. Bottom right: two subsets of mutually inconsistent constraints revealing this image to
be a composite with inconsistent lighting.
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3.3

Discussion

We have developed a forensic technique for measuring the consistency, or lack thereof, of
shading and cast and attached shadows. Unlike previous approaches, instead of explicitly
trying to estimate the lighting in a scene, we seek to extract and combine a multitude of partial constraints on the projected location of the light source. This has the advantage that we
can contend with situations in which the explicit estimation of lighting is under-constrained,
a common problem in a forensic setting in which only a single image of unconstrained origin
is available.
Our analysis assumes that a scene contains a single distant point light source that illuminates a Lambertian surface of constant reﬂectance, and is imaged under linear perspective.
Although this precludes the analysis of scenes lit by multiple sources or diﬀuse area lights, it
includes the common situation of outdoor scenes. In addition, we have shown that modest
deviations from these assumptions do not severely hamper our technique. Should other violations of our assumptions (e.g., lens distortion) become an issue, they can be incorporated
into our existing model of uncertainty.
We have described how the occluding contours on objects can be used to partially
constrain the location of the light source because this geometric constraint is commonly
available in photos. In some photos, objects may be present for which the 3-D geometry
can be estimated. For example, Kee and Farid [117] describe how the known geometry of the
human face can be used estimate a 3-D model, and to detect inconsistencies in 3-D lighting
environments. This basic approach could be adapted to estimate the light direction, and
would provide a point constraint on the location of the light source. Future work in this
direction will require a model for the uncertainty in such point constraints on the location
of the light.
Note that a talented forger could craft a forgery such that the shading and shadows
are consistent by our measure. For example, a photo could be augmented with a synthetic
object that is rendered with an approximation of the scene lighting [114]. Or an object
can be re-shaded and its shadows warped to conform with the lighting. While this is not
impossible it does, at a minimum, make the creation of a compelling forgery more diﬃcult
and time consuming.
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Chapter 4
Applications
We have thus far developed methods to detect physically inconsistent shadows and shading
in photos. In this chapter, we describe prior methods that can be generalized, by specifying
partial constraints, to analyze photos in which explicit estimation of the required property
is not possible. A short italicized abstract is provided with each method for readers who
wish to quickly survey these applications.

4.1

Center of projection

The method of O’Brien and Farid [186] detects inconsistent centers of projection among
objects in a photo. To estimate the center of projection from an object, three mutually
orthogonal vanishing points are required, and O’Brien and Farid ﬁnd them in reﬂecting
surfaces. If the reﬂecting surface is rectangular, its sides specify two orthogonal vanishing
points. A third orthogonal vanishing point can be found when a reﬂection appears: lines
connecting points on an object to its reﬂection converge to a vanishing point. The center of
projection can be estimated from these three orthogonal vanishing points. When two or more
reﬂecting surfaces appear, diﬀerences in the centers of projection evidence forgery. Partial
constraints can be used to relax the requirement that three mutually orthogonal vanishing
points are present, and thus a reﬂection need not appear. A pair of mutually orthogonal vanishing points partially constrain the center of projection (detailed below), and any rectangle
in an image therefore provides a constraint. Furthermore, O’Brien and Farid manually
estimate corresponding points between an object and its reﬂection. Such correspondences
can be diﬃcult to specify in practice when reﬂections are faint or ambiguous, but can be
partially constrained as well.

4.1.1

Estimation

The center of projection of a camera can be estimated by identifying vanishing points in
an image, Figure 4.1 (left). Parallel rays in the world, such as those identiﬁed by the edges
of the cube, converge in the image (black lines) to identify vanishing points (yellow dots).
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Figure 4.1: Estimating the center of projection. Parallel lines in the world intersect under perspective projection (left). Shown are three sets of parallel lines that converge to three vanishing points
(yellow dots), and identify three mutually orthogonal directions in the world. The 3-D center of
projection can be estimated from such 2-D vanishing points (right). Each vanishing point is placed
on a plane in 3-D (yellow dots, v). Rays through each vanishing point and the center of projection
(white dot, c) must be parallel to the edges of the cube, and are therefore mutually orthogonal. Each
pair of rays speciﬁes a quadratic constraint on the center of projection (e.g., Equation 4.1), which
can be visualized as a sphere (red, blue, green). The center of projection lies at the intersection of
these spheres. Figure due to O’Brien and Farid [186].

Furthermore, all rays in the world that are parallel to these edges of the cube converge to
the same vanishing points: v1 , v2 , and v3 . The center of projection can be estimated if
these vanishing points correspond to mutually orthogonal lines in the world, as is the case
for those identiﬁed on the cube.
To estimate the center of projection, the 2-D vanishing points, v, are placed at 3-D
points v on an arbitrary plane in the world, Figure 4.1 (right). Rays through points v and
the center of projection, c (white dot), must be parallel to the edges of the cube, and are
therefore mutually orthogonal. The following constraints can therefore be placed on c:
c − v1 · c − v2

= 0

(4.1)

c − v1 · c − v 3

= 0

(4.2)

c − v2 · c − v 3

= 0 .

(4.3)

This quadratic system of equations can be solved to estimate the center of projection [186].
Intuitively, each quadratic constraint speciﬁes that the center of projection must lie on a
sphere in the world, Figure 4.1 (red, green, and blue spheres). The intersection of these
spheres speciﬁes the center of projection.
O’Brien and Farid [186] suggest a clever way to identify three vanishing points that can
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Figure 4.2: Determining the consistency of the center of projection using the estimation approach.
Lines are speciﬁed along the edges of reﬂecting surfaces (left), and between points on an object and
its reﬂection. Such lines correspond to three mutually orthogonal directions in the world [186]. The
center of projection can therefore be independently estimated for two reﬂecting surfaces (red, blue)
by solving Equations (4.1) - (4.3). This solution is sensitive to small changes in the lines, and a
perturbation analysis is performed (right). Speciﬁcally, the endpoints of each line are repeatedly
perturbed and the center of projection is estimated. Shown are two clouds of possible centers of
projection. These clouds overlap, thus correctly determining that the photo is physically consistent
under a single center of projection. Figure due to O’Brien and Farid [186].

be used to estimate the center of projection. Speciﬁcally, if a reﬂecting surface such as a
window or mirror is present in a scene, lines that connect corresponding points on the object
and its reﬂection identify parallel rays in the world, Figure 4.2 (top left). Furthermore,
many reﬂecting surfaces like windows have rectangular borders around them. By combining
these rectangular borders with lines between an object and its reﬂection, three mutually
orthogonal vanishing points can be identiﬁed, and the center of projection can be estimated.
The authenticity of a photo can therefore be tested using an estimation approach, provided that reﬂecting surfaces are present in a photo [186]. Shown in Figure 4.2 is an authentic photo that contains two objects reﬂected in two surfaces (left). The center of projection
can be estimated for each of these reﬂected objects by selecting the borders of the frame
and points in the reﬂection (blue and red; lines and dots). In practice this computation
can be sensitive to the particular pixel that was selected, and a perturbation analysis is
performed (right). Shown are two clouds of possible locations (blue and red) for the center
of projection as estimated from the two mirrors. These clouds overlap, correctly suggesting
that the photo is authentic. Forgery is detected if the distance between the nearest pair of
red and blue points exceeds a threshold [186].

4.1.2

Partial constraints

We now describe how inconsistent centers of projection might be detected using partial
constraints. In practice rectangular surfaces are common, but do not contain reﬂections
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or other cues that specify a third, orthogonal, vanishing point that is needed to estimate
the center of projection. Rectangular surfaces do however specify two orthogonal vanishing
points, which partially constrain the center of projection to a sphere, Figure 4.1 (right). If
a purportedly authentic photo contains two or more rectangular surfaces, such as the faces
of the cube, the corresponding spheres must intersect (e.g., red and blue).
A simple way to determine if two such spherical constraints intersect is to consider their
circular intersection with the image plane, Figure 4.1 (red and blue circles). These spheres
are bisected by the image plane. To see this note that a pair of vanishing points uniquely
determine each sphere, as in Equation (4.1), and lie on its surface. Furthermore, these
vanishing points must lie on a line that speciﬁes the diameter of the sphere; if not, the
sphere would not be uniquely determined. This diameter line, which connects the vanishing
points and lies in the image plane, must pass through the center of the sphere. The sphere
must therefore be bisected by the image plane, and its intersection forms a great circle.
Because each spherical constraint is bisected by the image plane, pairs of spherical
constraints can only intersect if their corresponding great circles do. This provides a simple
test for the physical plausibility of two pairs of vanishing points. Shown in Figure 4.3 is an
example of this partial constraint. An authentic photo (top left) that does not contain an
object and its reﬂection was emulated by removing the dinosaurs from the authentic image
in Figure 4.2 (left). Although three orthogonal vanishing points cannot be identiﬁed, each
frame speciﬁes a pair of orthogonal vanishing points that constrain the center of projection
to a sphere. Shown on the right are the associated great circles (red and blue circles), which
can be drawn through the vanishing points without explicitly computing the intersection
of the sphere and the image plane. These great circles are very large, and the photo area
is visible within a small black rectangle. Because the circles overlap, the photo is correctly
determined to be authentic.
A falsiﬁed photo is also shown in which the rectangular frames have been warped, Figure 4.3 (bottom left). Although the modiﬁcation is visually subtle, the circular constraints
do not overlap (bottom right, red and blue). Furthermore, a perturbation analysis similar
to that performed by O’Brien and Farid does not produce any pair of circles that intersect. We therefore correctly determine that the objects do not specify a physically plausible
center of projection.
A partial constraint method might therefore be used to determine if multiple rectangular
regions are physically plausible. Circles can be constructed for each rectangular region, and
a photo is implausible if any pair does not intersect. The perturbation analysis proposed
by O’Brien and Farid might furthermore be simpliﬁed by allowing the analyst to partially
constrain the orientation of the lines. Speciﬁcally, the analyst would select a ﬁrst endpoint
and a range of visually plausible second endpoints. This would specify a wedge-shaped
region of plausible lines along an edge of the rectangular surface. The intersection of multiple
wedges would specify a region of plausible vanishing points that model the uncertainty in
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Figure 4.3: Determining the consistency of the center of projection using partial constraints. In
practice, reﬂections are often not present in photos (top left), but are required by O’Brien and
Farid [186] to estimate the center of projection. Partial constraints on the center of projection can
however be speciﬁed using the pair of vanishing points that is provided by the edges of the frames
(blue, red). Speciﬁcally, the center of projection can be constrained to a sphere for each frame.
Each sphere is bisected by the image plane, and speciﬁes a circle (top right). (See also Figure 4.1.)
A plausible center of projection exists if the spheres, and thus the circles, intersect. Shown in the
bottom row is a falsiﬁed photo in which the frames have been warped. Although this change is
visually subtle, the circular constraints speciﬁed by the frames (red, blue) do not intersect (right).
Furthermore, a perturbation analysis does not yield overlapping circles. We therefore correctly
determine that the photo has been falsiﬁed. Photo content is due to O’Brien and Farid [186], and
is modiﬁed here for illustration.

the image content.
Although the circles provide a partial constraint, note that this simple approach requires
binary comparisons to detect forgery, and will therefore overlook inconsistencies that entail
three or more surfaces. A fully general approach will specify a full spherical constraint on
3-D center of projection from each rectangular surface.
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4.1.3

Comparison

The approach of O’Brien and Farid [186] faces challenges that result from the estimation
approach. Foremost is the somewhat restrictive assumption that a rectangular surface
contain a reﬂection. This assumption is necessary to estimate the center of projection, as
the reﬂection speciﬁes the necessary third vanishing point, but it restricts the photos to
which the method can be applied. In contrast, the suggested partial constraint method
could be applied to any region of a photo that speciﬁes two orthogonal vanishing points
(e.g., a rectangular surface). Because these surfaces are more common, multiple partial
constraints may be available in an image, and may be mutually inconsistent. The combined
consistency of multiple surfaces can be determined by specifying a spherical constraint on
the 3-D center of projection.
The requirement that corresponding points between an object and its reﬂection be explicitly estimated is also somewhat restrictive. O’Brien and Farid use these correspondences
to estimate and detect inconsistent centers of projection. They also use these correspondences to detect forgery when multiple objects are reﬂected in the same surface (not described above). All objects that are reﬂected in the same surface must identify lines which
converge to the same vanishing point [186]. O’Brien and Farid assume that these lines can
be estimated from corresponding points, but these points can be diﬃcult to specify if a
reﬂection is faint or the object does not have distinct features.
Partial constraints can be used to relax the requirement that corresponding points be
explicitly estimated. Speciﬁcally, we describe in Chapter 2 how wedge-shaped constraints
can be used partially constrain manually-speciﬁed shadow-to-object correspondences, and
to constrain the location of a point light source. The implementation of the method in
Chapter 2 can therefore be used, without modiﬁcation, to analyze multiple reﬂections that
appear in the same surface when correspondences cannot be estimated.

4.2

Chromatic aberration

The method of Johnson and Farid [106] detects inconsistent patterns of chromatic aberration in photos. Speciﬁcally, inconsistent lateral chromatic aberrations are detected, which
manifest in photos as a misalignment between the color channels, Figure 4.4. To detect inconsistent aberrations, a global alignment is ﬁrst computed. This global vector ﬁeld is then
compared to local, block-wise, estimates. Forgery can be detected if the angle between the
vectors in the global and local estimates is large. Partial constraints can be used to relax the
requirement that a block contain suﬃcient image content to estimate the chromatic aberration pattern. Each vector constrains the center of the aberration, and its direction can be
partially constrained from a single edge that exhibits chromatic aberration (detailed below).
Such constraints can be manually or automatically speciﬁed at a sparse set of edges, thereby
enabling the analysis of regions in which image content is insuﬃcient for estimation.
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Figure 4.4: Lateral chromatic aberration can be described as a misalignment of the color channels
with respect to one another. This distortion creates unnatural colors that are most salient along
the edges of objects (left, top). The visual impact of the distortion varies across the image (left,
bottom), and forms a pattern across the image (right). Shown is a vector ﬁeld that aligns the blue
and green channels of the photo; vectors are scaled by a factor of 150 for display. This ﬁeld can be
described as a radial expansion by a scalar factor α about a central point c (red dot). Figure due
to Johnson and Farid [106].

4.2.1

Estimation

Lateral chromatic aberration creates unnatural colors along edges in photos, Figure 4.4
(left), and varies within a photo (top left, bottom left). These aberrations result from a
global misalignment between color channels that can be modeled as an expansion or contraction about a central point (right). Shown is a vector ﬁeld which visualizes an expansion
of the green channel of the photo, and is described by its center c and expansion factor α:
p = α(q − c) + c ,

(4.4)

where vector q is a point in one color channel, and p its corresponding location in another
channel. The parameters of this vector ﬁeld, c and α, can be estimated by aligning the
requisite pair of color channels (in this case the green and red channels). Johnson and Farid
perform this alignment by optimizing mutual information [106].
Forgery can be detected by following an estimation approach [106]. First a global
aberration ﬁeld is estimated for the photo. (The authors assume that falsiﬁed regions are
small and will not signiﬁcantly aﬀect this global estimate.) Next, the photo is divided into
overlapping blocks and a local distortion ﬁeld is estimated for each block. Forgery is detected
by computing diﬀerences between the block and global distortion ﬁelds. Speciﬁcally, the
angle between each vector in the block and global distortion ﬁeld is computed. If the average
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angle is above 60◦ , there is a 97% chance that the region has been altered [106].

4.2.2

Partial constraints

We now describe how inconsistent chromatic aberrations might be detected using a partial
constraint approach. To begin, suppose that the vector ﬁeld that aligns a pair of color
channels in a potentially-falsiﬁed photo is known, Figure 4.4. Each vector constrains the
chromatic aberration parameters. By visual inspection, it can be seen that the position and
direction of each vector constrains the center of the aberration, c (dot), to lie on a line,
Equation 4.4. The length of each vector constrains α. Because Johnson and Farid consider
only the vector direction, we will however omit discussion of α for simplicity.
In practice it can be diﬃcult to estimate the alignment vectors that describe chromatic
aberration. For example, Johnson and Farid note that estimation is poorly constrained
when image texture is limited [106]. Furthermore, chromatic aberration is sensitive to
resizing and compression. A sparse set of edges that exhibit chromatic aberration might
nonetheless be present in a photo.
Although a single edge is not suﬃcient to estimate its alignment vector, note that the
chromatic aberration along the edge can be removed by simply translating the color channels in the local region. This translation partially constrains the alignment vector to lie on
one side of the edge. (To see this, note that the alignment vector is constrained only in
the direction that is orthogonal to the edge, due to the aperture problem.) Furthermore,
this partial constraint can be constructed without explicitly estimating the translation: we
need only determine which of two directions, orthogonal to the edge, will reduce the aberration. This relaxed problem may be more computationally straightforward than explicit
estimation, and it can also be performed manually by an analyst.
Given a partial constraint on the alignment vector at an edge, we would like to constrain the center of the aberration, c. If c is known to lie behind the alignment vector,
as illustrated in Figure 4.4, then it must lie within a half-plane that is on the opposite
side of the edge. In practice, however, the aberration center may lie in front of, or behind,
an alignment vector because aberrations may entail a contraction or expansion of a color
channel. A single edge cannot therefore constrain the aberration center. If multiple edges
are present, however, the center must lie in front of, or behind, all alignment vectors and
thus all half-plane constraints. This provides a simple forensic test for the physical plausibility of chromatic aberrations. The consistency of multiple half-plane constraints can be
determined by constructing a linear program like that used for shadows, Section 2.1.3. Like
shadow constraints, two linear programs are constructed, one with all half-plane constraints
inverted, and the chromatic aberration is physically plausible if either is satisﬁable.
Shown in Figure 4.5 is an example of an analysis of chromatic aberration in which partial constraints were speciﬁed manually. A falsiﬁed photo was created by adding a shark
ﬁn (lower left) to an original photo provided by Johnson and Farid [106]. Diﬀering lateral
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Figure 4.5: Detecting inconsistent chromatic aberration with partial constraints. An original photo
was falsiﬁed by adding a shark ﬁn (top left), for which a single edge (bottom left detail) has chromatic
aberration that is inconsistent with the remainder of the photo. A single edge is insuﬃcient to
estimate chromatic aberration, but partial constraints can be used to detect the forgery. An observer
manually translated the green channel of the photo to locally reduce the severity of the aberration on
ﬁve edges (bottom panels); shown are the translation directions (dashed vectors). These translations
specify half-plane constraints, on the center of the aberration, that must be satisﬁed as input, or in
their inverse directions (top right). The constraints are not satisﬁable, thus correctly suggesting that
the aberration on the shark ﬁn is not physically plausible. Photo due to Johnson and Farid [106].

chromatic aberration was introduced on the front edge of the ﬁn, and in the background
(emphasized for display). Because a single edge is insuﬃcient to estimate chromatic aberration, it would be diﬃcult to detect this forgery using the method of Johnson and Farid.
An observer manually analyzed the chromatic aberration by adjusting each of ﬁve edges
(bottom insets) to locally reduce the severity of the chromatic aberration. The observer
visually determined that the green channel needed to be translated in the illustrated directions (dashed vectors), orthogonal to the edge (dashed segments). These translations
speciﬁed ﬁve half-plane constraints from which two linear programs were constructed. In
the ﬁrst linear program, half-planes were oriented as input by the analyst; in the second,
all half-planes were inverted. Both linear programs are unsatisﬁable. For example, when
all constraints are inverted (top right), the half-plane on the shark ﬁn does not intersect
the feasible region that would be deﬁned if the remaining for constraints were considered
alone. Furthermore, the feasible region speciﬁed by the authentic edges correctly contains
the center of the aberration (dot). We therefore correctly determine that the chromatic
aberration on the edge of the shark ﬁn is not physically plausible with the other elements
in the image.
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4.2.3

Comparison

The approach of Johnson and Farid [106] faces challenges that are characteristic of an
estimation approach. Blocks must be suﬃciently large to estimate the aberration (300×300
blocks are used), which restricts the minimum size of the forgery that can be detected. The
authors also note that estimation of the aberration parameters can be diﬃcult if a block
contains little or no spatial frequency content (e.g., a region such as the sky), and blocks are
therefore used only if their average gradient magnitude is high. Lastly, chromatic aberration
is sensitive to resizing and compression, which may leave behind few edges that exhibit such
distortion. In contrast, partial constraints can be used to detect inconsistent chromatic
aberrations from isolated edges, which cannot be used to estimate the aberration vector.
A partial constraint can be speciﬁed by determining which of two translation directions,
orthogonal to the edge, will reduce the aberration. This relaxed problem can be solved
manually if necessary.

4.3

Reﬂection

The method of Johnson and Farid [108] detects specular reﬂections that are inconsistent with
a point light source. This detection requires that the 3-D surface normal at the specular point
be estimated. Although the 3-D normal is typically unknown, Johnson and Farid note that
specular reﬂections often appear in peoples’ eyes. The known geometry of the human eye is
therefore used to estimate the 3-D surface normal. Once the surface normal is known, it is
possible to estimate the 3-D direction to the point light source. This process is repeated for
each person in a photo, and inconsistent light directions between subjects evidence forgery.
Partial constraints can be used to relax the assumption that specular reﬂections appear in
peoples’ eyes. The 3-D surface normal can be partially constrained by an analyst (detailed
below), and specular reﬂections can be analyzed without explicit knowledge of the geometry
of the reﬂecting object.

4.3.1

Estimation

Specular reﬂections can be used to estimate the light direction by a simple geometric construction, Figure 4.6 (left). Shown is an image plane containing an image of a sphere; the
camera center of projection is denoted by

. A specular reﬂection appears in the image at a

point (center of white spot) where the surface normal (solid vector) is midway between the
camera ray and the light direction (dashed vector). More precisely, the angles between the
surface normal and both the camera ray and light direction are equivalent (black hatched
arcs). It is therefore possible to estimate the light direction if both the surface normal and
the camera ray are known.
Johnson and Farid [108] developed a method by which the surface normal and camera ray
can be estimated at a specular reﬂection. Speciﬁcally, if a photo contains people, specular
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Figure 4.6: Determining the consistency of specular reﬂections by estimation [108]. Left: shown
is an image plane containing an image of a sphere; the camera center of projection is denoted . A
specular reﬂection appears where the sphere’s surface normal (solid vector) is halfway between the
light direction (dashed vector) and the camera ray (solid line). The light direction can be estimated if
the surface normal and center of projection are known. Right: the surface normal (solid vector) and
center of projection can be estimated from specular reﬂections in people’s eyes (inset, arrow) [108].
If multiple people appear in a photo, and have specular reﬂections in their eyes, light directions can
be estimated for each subject and compared for consistency.

reﬂections often appear in their eyes, Figure 4.6 (right). Inset is a synthetically rendered eye
that contains such a reﬂection (black arrow). The surface normal at this specularity can be
estimated from the known geometry of the eye, which comprises two spheres of known radii
(schematic, dark and light gray circles). The surface normal is found by drawing a ray from
the center of projection through the image of the specularity, and to the smaller sphere.
This construction requires that the camera’s center of projection and the 3-D orientation of
the eye are known. Johnson and Farid estimate this information from the circular boundary
of the eye (inset, dashed red). This circular boundary typically images as an ellipse under
perspective projection. A homography can be estimated which maps the ellipse back to a
circle; the camera parameters and orientation of the eye can be estimated by factoring this
homography [108].
Forgery can therefore be detected by estimating the light direction from specular reﬂections in peoples’ eyes. If a photo contains multiple people, a light direction can be
estimated for each person. If the light direction is purportedly the same among the subjects, angular diﬀerences between the estimated light directions that exceed 10◦ to 15◦
evidence forgery [108].

4.3.2

Partial constraints

A partial constraint approach can be used to relax the requirement that specular points
appear in subjects’ eyes. To begin, recall the geometry of specular reﬂection, Figure 4.7
(top left). Shown is an image plane that contains an image of a sphere. If the camera
ray (solid line) and surface normal are known at a specular point, the lighting vector can
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Figure 4.7: Partial constraints from specular points. Top left: shown is an image plane containing
an image of a sphere; the camera center of projection is denoted . A specular reﬂection appears
where the sphere’s surface normal (solid vector) is halfway between the light direction (dashed
vector) and the camera ray (solid line). The surface normal can be simply rotated away from the
camera ray to construct the light vector; such rotations change the slant of the vector. Top right:
the slant of the surface normal is typically unknown, but lies between zero and 90 degrees. The
slant of the light vector, which is double that of the normal, must therefore lie between zero and 180
degrees. Bottom left: the projected location of distant light sources can be partially constrained to
a line in the image, which identiﬁes lights that are in front of the camera (red segment), and behind
the camera (blue segment). This constraint assumes that the direction of the slant, or tilt, of the
surface normal is known. Bottom right: when the tilt of the surface normal is uncertain, multiple
line constraints may be plausible. Such lines form a wedge-shaped region in the image that partially
constrains the location of the light (red and blue shading).

be constructed by simply rotating the surface normal away from the camera ray. Such
rotations change the so-called slant of the surface normal. The slant angle is typically
unknown, Figure 4.7 (top right). Plausible slants (solid arc) lie between zero degrees (by
deﬁnition) and 90 degrees, because the surface cannot face away from the camera. The
slant of the lighting vector therefore ranges between zero and 180 degrees (dashed arc).
A partial constraint can be deﬁned on the projected location of the light in the image
plane. Assume for a moment that the direction in which the surface normal is slanted is
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known. In this case, the plausible light directions span a plane in 3-D, and distant lights
will project onto a line in the image. This line comprises two segments, which correspond
to light directions in front of the camera (red), and directions behind the camera that are
inverted by projection (blue).1
In practice, the direction in which the surface normal is slanted is also typically unknown,
and a simple line constraint cannot be speciﬁed on the projected location of the light. When
this so-called tilt direction is uncertain, multiple line constraints may be plausible (bottom
right). All such lines pass through the specular point, and form a wedge-shaped region in
the image plane that partially constrains the location of the light (red and blue shading).
Although the slant of the surface normal is typically unknown, the tilt might be partially
constrained by a forensic analyst. Intuitively, the tilt speciﬁes a direction in which the
surface is most steeply slanted away from the camera. Observers have demonstrated the
ability to specify the tilt with precision well below ±90◦ , and in some cases as low as
±10◦ [73, 173, 132]. In a forensic setting, a conservative approach can be taken in which
the analyst speciﬁes a range of possible tilt directions that can be logically justiﬁed or
debated, much like the analysis of cast shadows in Chapter 2. This provides a partial
constraint on the tilt, and therefore a wedge-shaped partial constraint on the projected
location of the light source that creates a specular reﬂection.
Shown in Figure 4.8 is an example of how a forensic analysis of specularities might be
conducted. A scene (top left) was populated with specular copper blobs of random shape,
and was rendered under a distant point light source. Specular points are visible on the
surface of each blob (white dots), and provide partial constraints on the projected location
of the point light (top right). Each constraint is notated with a red wedge-shaped region
that speciﬁes a range of tilt directions in which the surface normal may be slanted. The
inverted constraints, which are notated by blue in Figure 4.7, are hidden for clarity. The
intersection (red) of the ﬁve constraints correctly contains the projected location of the
point light source (yellow dot).
A falsiﬁed photo was also constructed by modifying the shading and specularity on the
two left blobs, Figure 4.8 (bottom left). The specularity on the top left blob is consistent
with a light source from above, and the leftmost blob was rotated. Despite these modiﬁcations, it is somewhat diﬃcult to visually detect the inconsistency. Five constraints were
speciﬁed (bottom right), and are inconsistent. The constraint from the top left blob does
not intersect the other constraints, as the specularity appears at a point where the surface
is sloped up and to the left, rather than toward the right. The inverted constraints are
hidden for clarity, and do not intersect. The specular points in the photo are therefore
correctly determined to be physically implausible under the assumption of a single distant
light source. Each constraint can be debated to logically verify or challenge this analysis
1

Johnson and Farid consider 3-D light directions, which are equivalent to constraints in the image that
have forward-backward polarity (if the center of projection is known), Chapter 3.
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Figure 4.8: Determining the consistency of specular reﬂections using partial constraints. Top
left: shown is a scene populated by specular copper blobs, and rendered under a point light source.

Specular points are visible on each blob (white dots), and constrain the projected location of the
point light source. Top right: partial constraints are manually identiﬁed by an analyst (red shading).
A conservative approach is taken in which an analyst speciﬁes a range of possible tilts (red lines)
that she believes can be objectively defended. These ﬁve partial constraints correctly encompass
the projected location of the light source (yellow dot). Bottom left: a falsiﬁed photo was created in
which the left two blobs are modiﬁed. Bottom right: partial constraints are speciﬁed at specular
points in the falsiﬁed photo. These constraints do not intersect, thus correctly evidencing forgery
(the inverted blue constraints are not shown for clarity). Each constraint is debated to logically
verify or challenge the analysis.

— a far more objective task than a casual visual assessment of the consistency of specular
reﬂections (bottom left).

4.3.3

Comparison

The approach of Johnson and Farid [108] poses challenges that are characteristic of an estimation approach. Foremost is the restriction that specular points must appear in peoples’
eyes, which is required to estimate the surface normal and the camera’s center of projection. In contrast, a partial constraint method can be used to detect inconsistent specular
reﬂections when the surface geometry is only partially known (i.e., by visual analysis), and
when the center of projection of the camera is unknown.
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Chapter 5
Discussion
The ﬁeld of photo forensics has matured signiﬁcantly, as methods have been developed to
detect a variety of digital and physical properties that are perturbed by forgery. There
exist, however, many photos in which the required property cannot be estimated. We
therefore suggested an alternative approach in which properties are partially constrained,
and inconsistent constraints are used as evidence. By relaxing the estimation requirement,
forensic methods can be applied to a broader range of photos.
In this dissertation, we developed complimentary physically-based methods to analyze
shadows and shading in photos for which it is not possible to explicitly estimate the projected
location of the light source. We then described a variety of prior methods that can be
generalized to detect forgery in photos for which it is not possible to explicitly estimate the
required properties.
In Chapter 2, we developed methods to determine the physical consistency of cast and
attached shadows that form under both point and area lights. To do so, we exploited
the well known constraint that a light source must lie along a ray that connects a point
in shadow to the corresponding point on the object. This constraint has been previously
used to analyze photos in which corresponding points can be explicitly estimated, but such
cases are uncommon in practice. By partially constraining this correspondence to a range of
possible points, we developed methods that can detect physical inconsistency when shadows
are ambiguously shaped, and under both point and area lights.
In Chapter 3, we developed a method to determine the mutual physical consistency of
shading and shadows in photos illuminated by point light sources. To do so, we exploited
the well known geometric constraint that the surface normals along the occluding contours
of objects can be estimated from a photo. This constraint has been previously used to
estimate 2-D light direction under the assumption of orthographic projection. By partially
constraining the 3-D light direction with the occluding surface normals, we developed a
method that can detect physically inconsistent combinations of shading and shadows in
photos captured under linear perspective, and with unknown camera parameters.
In Chapter 4, we reformulated a variety of prior methods in terms of partial constraints,
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and showed that they can generalized to analyze photos for which estimation is not possible.
Speciﬁcally we reformulated methods based upon the camera center of projection, optical
chromatic aberrations, and specular reﬂections. Partial constraints can detect inconsistent
centers of projection when only two mutually-orthogonal vanishing points are present (rather
than three); inconsistent chromatic aberration when only a few distorted edges are present;
and inconsistent specular reﬂections when the geometry of the reﬂecting surface is only
partially known and imaged under unknown camera parameters.
The limitations of the partial constraint approach can be seen by noting that a particular property may be highly under-constrained in a photo, and this allows many plausible
forgeries. For example, a photo with only a few highly ambiguous shadows may suggest
many plausible light positions, and shadows can be convincingly falsiﬁed if they agree with
any such position. This limitation corresponds to the intuition that a photo (or region)
may have many plausible interpretations. Partial constraint methods model this space of
interpretations, and forgery is detected when a photo speciﬁes conﬂicting interpretations.
This generalizes the approach taken by prior forensic methods. For these the intuition is
that a photo (or region) must have only one plausible interpretation, and forgery can be
detected when this interpretation is atypical in some way.
Forensic methods based upon partial constraints can be viewed as complimentary to
problems in computer vision. An important goal in computer vision is to precisely determine
property values for a particular photo. In forensics, however, these property values are
somewhat immaterial, as we wish only to determine if a plausible value exists. This relaxed
problem is often tractable when the estimation problem is not.
The idea of specifying partial constraints might be used to ﬁnd new forensic problems or
questions. For example, do there exist other properties that have not been considered in the
forensics literature because their estimation is known to be diﬃcult or impossible? Partial
information about such properties may nonetheless evidence forgery. Similarly, simpliﬁed
models are often desirable when following an estimation approach (e.g., light direction rather
than lighting environments), but such models may discard useful information. Can more
complex models of previously-considered properties be used? An example of this latter
question is illustrated in Chapter 4, in which some chromatic aberration information was
discarded (the expansion factor α of the aberration).
Open forensic problems might also be found by considering whether relaxing the estimation requirement would be beneﬁcial for methods in which estimation is typically possible,
but diﬃcult. One example is the case of detecting inconsistent image noise (i.e., photoresponse non-uniformity noise). Correlation is estimated in this context [35], but this requires the assumption that forgery occupies a contiguous region of some minimum size. Can
partial constraints be used to relax this block-estimation requirement? For other properties,
it may be fruitful but diﬃcult to relax the estimation requirement. For example, methods
have been developed to detect periodic pixel correlations (e.g., those introduced by resizing
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a photo). These methods ﬁrst estimate a power spectrum, and then detect peaks. Such
spectra however contain much information that is ultimately discarded when deciding if a
photo is falsiﬁed. Is it possible to partially constrain spectra and achieve better detection in
diﬃcult cases? Similarly, estimation of camera response functions is diﬃcult, but possible.
Would partial constraints achieve more reliable detection when, for example, regions of a
photo specify partial information about diﬀerent portions of the response function? Lastly,
region correspondence properties (as used to detect copy-paste forgery) can be diﬃcult to
estimate — for example when the copied region has been warped. Might such forgeries be
easier to detect if the estimation requirement were relaxed?
By expanding forensic analyses to include photos for which explicit estimation is difﬁcult or impossible, it is our hope that new forensic methods can be designed to detect
forgery in a broader range of photos than is currently possible. Although no method can
make it impossible to craft a convincing forgery, forensic methods can however require that
photographs tell a digitally and physically consistent story by detecting inconsistencies in
the information that is present.
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Appendix A
Shading
A.1

Line and half-plane constraints

Line constraint
A line segment constraint is deﬁned in terms of a point p̃ and direction d:
p̃ = Kw4

(A.1)

d = sign (s0z )(p − s0 ) .

(A.2)

where K is the intrinsic camera matrix, w4 is the vector formed by the ﬁrst three components
of the singular vector v4 from Equation (3.5), and s0 is the least-squares estimate of the
3-D light direction as described in Section 3.1.1.
As can be seen in Figure 3.2(e), the line segment corresponding to the forward constraint (illustrated in red) is simply the line that connects p and s0 . The multiplication of
the direction d by sign (s0z ) distinguishes between the forward (red) and backward (blue)
constraint. That is, when the estimated light direction, s0 , is in front of the camera, s0z < 0
(by convention) and d is deﬁned as the line segment connecting p̃ to s0 . When the estimated light direction is behind the camera, then s0z > 0 and d is deﬁned as the line segment
connecting s0 to p̃.

Half-plane constraint
A half-plane constraint is deﬁned in terms of a point p̃ and direction d:
p̃ = Kw4

(A.3)

d = sign (h̃ · s̃0 ) h̃1 h̃2

T

,

(A.4)

where K is the intrinsic camera matrix, w4 is the vector formed by the ﬁrst three components
of the singular vector v4 from Equation (3.5), h̃ = Kw4 × Kw3 is the homogeneous line
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that connects the images of singular vectors w3 and w4 , and h̃1 and h̃2 are the ﬁrst and
second components of h̃.
As shown in Figure 3.2(f), the line h̃ deﬁnes the boundary between the forward (red)
and reverse (blue) half-plane constraints. These correspond to the case when the camera is
in front of and behind the camera, respectively.
The line h̃ can therefore be used to compute the half-plane direction, d. Speciﬁcally, d
is constructed from the ﬁrst two components of the line, h̃1 and h̃2 , which specify a vector
that is orthogonal to the half-plane boundary. Multiplication by sign (h̃ · s̃0 ) orients the
direction d to identify the side of the half-plane into which light sources in front of the
camera project.
To derive the factor sign (h̃ · s̃0 ), note that a light s0 lies on the side ψ of the boundary:
ψ = sign h̃1,2 · s0 + h̃3
s̃0
= sign h̃ ·
-s0z
= −sign (s0z )sign h̃ · s̃0

(A.5)
(A.6)
,

(A.7)

where h̃1,2 is a vector of the ﬁrst two components of h̃, and the division by −s0z normalizes
the homogeneous vector s̃0 .
When the light is in front of the camera, it projects to side ψ = sign (h̃ · s̃0 ) because
s0z < 0. If these forward lights project to side ψ = −1, then sign (h̃ · s̃0 ) = −1 and we deﬁne
d to point to the opposite side of the half-plane: d = sign (h̃ · s̃0 )h̃1,2 .
Similarly, when the light is behind the camera it projects to side ψ = −sign (h̃ · s̃0 )
because s0z > 0. If lights behind the camera project to side ψ = 1, then sign (h̃ · s̃0 ) = −1
and we deﬁne d to point to the opposite side of the half-plane: d = sign (h̃ · s̃0 )h̃1,2 .

A.2

Estimating uncertainty functions

The reliability of the estimated line and half-plane constraints described, Section 3.1.2,
are impacted by image noise, luminance non-linearities, resolution, and violations of the
assumed imaging model. The functions Φl (κl , θ, ρ) and Φh (κh , θ, ρ), described in Section 3.1.5, model the uncertainty that results from these factors. The speciﬁc form of these
uncertainty functions is determined through a set of large-scale simulations, as described
below.
The uncertainty functions were estimated by simulating images of occluding contours.
Speciﬁcally, 200 random blobby shapes were generated and imaged under 50 random camera
conﬁgurations, yielding a total of 10, 000 distinct occluding contours. The focal lengths of
the cameras were drawn uniformly at random in the range 18 mm to 200 mm. Each blobby
shape was placed randomly in the virtual scene so as to occupy approximately 235 × 235
pixels in the rendered image.
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A total of 3 billion images of the occluding contours were created under diﬀering lighting
conditions. Contours were shaded by specifying a random surface albedo, ν in [0.1, 0.5].
Light directions, s, were chosen randomly from the unit sphere, excluding directions more
than 45◦ behind the contour. The contour was shaded according to the Lambertian reﬂectance equation, r = ν(s · n). To this primary illumination, a secondary light was added
to simulate inter-reﬂections and other eﬀects. Secondary lights were drawn randomly from
the unit sphere, and their peak intensity on the occluding contour was, on average, 15%
of the peak primary radiance (standard deviation 5%). An ambient illumination was also
added, drawn from a normal distribution with mean 0 and standard deviation 0.1 (negative values were excluded). Lastly, the ﬁnal rendered image was subjected to 1% additive
Gaussian noise, gamma correction r1/γ with γ drawn uniformly in [1.2, 1.8], and 8-bit
quantization. See Appendix A.3 for details.
The 3 billion images aﬀorded a dense sampling of the wide range of line and half-plane
constraints that result when image and lighting conditions vary, and when portions of the
contour are obscured in an image. The illuminated portion of the contour in each image
was divided into 10 − 20 segments, a random subset of which were used to build line and
half-plane constraints. The 3-D normals on the contour were estimated, Equation (3.30),
by selecting a random focal length, f , within δf log-units of the true focal length, and a
random image center, c, within δc units of the true image center. (The values of δf and
δc are discussed below.) The true image center was selected uniformly at random within a
circle with diameter 12% of the image height. The occluding normals were used to construct
the linear system, and thus the line constraint, (pl , dl ), and half-plane constraint, (ph , dh ).
The angle between the constraint directions d and the vector from p to the light source
was then computed, up to an inversion of d for lights behind the camera. This produced
3 billion samples of these angles, φl and φh , from which the functions, Φl and Φh , were
estimated.
The functions, Φl (κl , θ, ρ) and Φh (κh , θ, ρ), were estimated by quantizing the function
domain and computing a conﬁdence on the values φl and φh associated with each quantized
location. The condition, κl = λ3 /λ1 and κh = λ2 /λ1 , was quantized, in the log domain,
into 24 levels between 0.001 and 0.7 (the minimum and maximum practical values that were
encountered). The number of surface normal directions, θ, was measured by computing the
angle of each 2-D image normal, constructing a histogram of these angles, and computing
the number of degrees comprised by the non-empty bins. This number of directions, θ, was
quantized into 36 levels (10◦ increments between 0◦ and 360◦ ). The R-value, ρ, of the least
squares solution, Equation (3.4), was quantized into 30 levels between 0.7 and 1. Note that
these particular quantization ranges and levels are not essential, and were chosen to give
reasonable resolution and intuitive quantization steps. The value of the functions, Φl and
Φh , at each quantized position speciﬁed the angle below which 99.9% of the samples, φl
and φh , fell.
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Camera precision

1/6th

1/3rd

1

Mean (std-dev), Φl

33◦

(18◦ )

33◦

(18◦ )

58◦

(30◦ )

Mean (std-dev), Φh

96◦

(5◦ )

96◦

(5◦ )

96◦

(5◦ )

Figure A.1: The eﬀect of varying precision in the focal length, f , and image center, c, on the
average value of the wedge functions, Φl and Φh . Precision is measured as a fraction of the plausible
range of the log focal length, 18mm–200mm, and image center, ±12% of the image height. Estimates
of f and c that are more precise than 1/3rd do not aﬀect average constraint width.

Recall that the functions Φl and Φh are estimated by assuming that the camera focal length, f and image center c are known within δf and δc units of their true values.
The eﬀect of these precisions on the functions was tested by estimating the functions at
varying values of δf and δc . Three precisions were selected, corresponding to fractions of
the plausible range of the log focal length and of the image center. (Recall that plausible focal lengths were in [18 200]mm and plausible image centers were within 12% of the
image height.) The precisions were 1/6th , 1/3rd , and 1 (the entire range). The focal precisions were δf = ±(0.087, 0.174, 0.522) log focal units. The image center precisions were
δc = ±(2%, 4%, 12%) of the image height.
The eﬀect of the precision of the focal length and image center was tested by computing
the mean angle in the functions, Figure A.1. When the focal length and image center are
known within 1/6th or 1/3rd of the plausible range, this mean half-angle was the same:
33◦ for Φl and 96◦ for Φh . The mean half-angle of Φl increases signiﬁcantly for a fraction
of 1, suggesting that estimates of the focal length within 1/3rd of the plausible range are
suﬃcient, (δf = ±0.174 and δc = ±4%).

A.3

Shading of occluding contours

The creation of 3 billion images of random occluding contours was simulated under varying
lighting conditions. A primary light source s, secondary light source s2 , and an ambient
illumination a were used to shade the occluding contours of the objects shown in Figure 3.6.
The radiance contributed by the primary and secondary light sources were given by:
r1 = ν(s · n)

(A.8)

r2 = ν(s2 · n) ,

(A.9)

where n is the surface normal, ν is the surface albedo drawn uniformly and at random from
the range [0.1, 0.5], and where any radiances less than zero are clipped to zero. These light
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sources were combined as follows:
rc = (1 − α)r1 + αr2 ,

(A.10)

where the contribution, α ∈ [0, 1], of the secondary light source accounted for only a fraction
of the observed image intensity speciﬁed as:
α max(r2 )
(1 − α) max(r1 )

= τ ,

(A.11)

with the max computed along the portion of the contour illuminated by the primary light
source, and the fraction τ drawn from a normal distribution with mean 0.15 and standard
deviation 0.05.
The ambient illumination, a, was added to this combined radiance:
r =

rc + a
,
0.5 + a

(A.12)

where 0.5 is the maximum possible radiance due to the primary and secondary light sources
and albedo, ν. This divisive normalization simulates a camera exposure that accommodates
the brightest possible occluding contour. The ﬁnal radiance, r, is therefore bounded in the
range [0, 1].
The image of the occluding contour was computed from these shaded contours by adding
1% Gaussian noise η, random gamma of the form r1/γ with γ drawn uniformly and at
random in the range [1.2, 1.8], and then subjected to quantization:
r̂ = Q (Q(r + η))1/γ

,

(A.13)

where the function Q(·) quantizes the signal into 256 levels.

A.4

Occluding surface normals

Occluding contours typically form at the boundary of objects in an image. The camera ray
to points along these contours is tangent to the surface and orthogonal to the surface normal.
As such, surface normals along occluding contours comprise only two degrees of freedom.
Under orthographic projection, the z-component of these occluding surface normals is zero,
and the x, y components are given by the image normal [105, 185]. We however need to
specify these normals under a model of perspective projection.
Under perspective projection, camera rays to points along an occluding contour span a
hemisphere of directions, but are projected onto a plane. This planar projection distorts
the shape of the occluding contour and obscures the 3-D orientation of the surface normals.
These properties can be recovered by mapping the planar image onto the portion of the
hemisphere that it subtends.
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ˆ of radius r:
Speciﬁcally, we map the planar image I onto a spherical image, I,
ˆ φ, r) = I x(θ, φ, r) ,
I(θ,

(A.14)

where (θ, φ, r) is the spherical coordinate of a point in the spherical image. The corresponding point in the planar image is x(θ, φ, r), and is the projection of the 3-D spherical point
x(θ, φ, r) into I,

x(θ, φ, r) =

⎤
⎡
(θ,
φ,
r)
x
x
−f
⎦+c ,
⎣
xz (θ, φ, r) x (θ, φ, r)
y

(A.15)

under a camera with focal length f and image center c. The 3-D point x(θ, φ, r) — referenced above by subscripts x, y, z — is the cartesian equivalent of the point on the sphere:
⎡
⎤
r cos θ sin φ
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎥
x(θ, φ, r) = ⎢
⎢ r sin θ sin φ ⎥ .
⎣
⎦
r cos φ

(A.16)

Points x are therefore
⎡
⎤
r
cos
θ
sin
φ
−f ⎣
⎦+c
x(θ, φ, r) =
r cos φ r sin θ sin φ
⎡
⎤
cos θ tan φ
⎦+c ,
= −f ⎣
sin θ tan φ

(A.17)

(A.18)

where the radius of the spherical image, r, does not aﬀect the projection of x(θ, φ, r) to
x(θ, φ, r).
ˆ computing the 3-D surface normal of an occluding contour
Given the spherical image I,
under perspective projection is analogous to the orthographic case: the occluding normal
is the direction in this spherical image that is orthogonal to the image of the contour. This
ˆ φ, r) (without sacriﬁcing generality). The
direction can be derived from the gradient of I(θ,
spherical gradient is
1 ∂ Iˆ
∂ Iˆ
1 ∂ Iˆ
θ̂ +
φ̂ +
r̂
r sin φ ∂θ
r ∂φ
∂r
⎤⎡
⎡
⎤
T
1
θ̂
0 0⎥ ⎢
⎥
⎢

⎥⎢
⎢ r sin φ
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
∂I ∂I ∂I ⎢
⎥⎢ T⎥
1
=
⎥ φ̂ ⎥
⎢ 0
⎥,
r 0⎥ ⎢
∂θ ∂φ ∂r ⎢
⎣
⎦
⎦
⎣
T
r̂
0
0 1

ˆ φ, r) =
∇I(θ,
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(A.19)

(A.20)

where the diagonal matrix normalizes the scale of the partial derivatives along the spherical
basis directions r̂, θ̂, and φ̂. The partials are given by the general chain rule:
⎡


∂ Iˆ
∂θ

∂ Iˆ
∂φ

∂ Iˆ
∂r




=

∂I
∂xx
⎡

= ∇I ⎣

∂I
∂xy

∂xx
⎢
⎢ ∂θ
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣ ∂xy
∂θ

⎤
∂xx
∂φ
∂xy
∂φ

∂xx ⎥
∂r ⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
∂xy ⎦
∂r

(A.21)

⎤

f sin θ tan φ −f cos θ sec2 φ 0
−f cos θ tan φ

−f

sin θ sec2 φ

⎦.

(A.22)

0

Combining Equation (A.20) and Equation (A.22) and reducing gives
⎡
ˆ φ, r) = ∇I ⎣
∇I(θ,

⎤
⎡
⎤
T

−
θ̂
⎥
⎦ 1 0 ⎢
⎦,
⎣
T
0
r
f
−φ̂
sin θ

sin θ cos θ
− cos θ

(A.23)

where the radial component r̂ does not appear because the radius of the spherical image
does not aﬀect the image content. The negation of the bases accounts for the negation
during projection, Equation (A.18). See Appendix A.5 for details of this reduction.
Three transformations are therefore required to map the 2-D image gradient, ∇I, into
a 3-D vector that is parallel to the 3-D occluding surface normal. First the 2-D gradient is
rotated, within the image, into a local 2-D coordinate system whose axes are aligned with
x, y components of the 3-D basis vectors. The θ̂ basis vector is parallel to the image plane
(its z-component is zero), and it is oriented in an axial direction around the image center.
The x, y components of the φ̂ basis vector are oriented in a radial direction away from the
image center, and the z-component is nonzero. This radial component of the image gradient
is next scaled by r/f , which corrects for the geometric distortion in the image of the local
region. This distortion stretches the image when it is projected onto the image plane, which
shortens the radial component of the 3-D gradient by f /r, the cosine of the angle between
the image plane and the plane spanned by the spherical basis vectors. Lastly, the scaled
2-D image gradient is mapped into 3-D as a weighted combination of the 3-D basis vectors,
θ̂ and φ̂.
Equation (A.23) can be further simpliﬁed to eliminate the spherical coordinates
⎡
⎤
1 0 (xx − cx )/f
ˆ φ, r) = ∇I ⎣
⎦
∇I(θ,
0 1 (xy − cy )/f


1
= ∇I
∇I x − c ,
f

(A.24)

(A.25)

and the resulting expression applies to any measure of the 2-D normal along an occluding
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contour in an image. The 3-D surface normal n of an occluding contour under perspective
projection is
⎤

⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
n = ⎢
⎢
⎣

where n = nx ny

T

nx

⎥
⎥
⎥
ny
⎥ ,
⎥
⎦
1
f n · (x − c )

(A.26)

is the 2-D normal of the occluding contour in the image, x is the

position of the 2-D normal in the image, f is the focal length, and c is the image center.
Under orthographic projection, f → ∞ and n → nx ny 0

T

, as expected. Similarly,

the z-component of n vanishes at the image center, x − c = 0. The direction of the x, y
components of n are unchanged by projection. Note that this expression for the normal
does not have unit length — even if n does — because the planar image projects onto the
sphere with spatially-varying density, and this modulates the gradient magnitude.

A.5

Occluding surface normals (algebraic reduction)

Here we perform the algebraic reduction that is required to derive the occluding surface
normal, as summarized in Appendix A.4. Starting from Equation (A.19), the gradient of
the spherical image Iˆ is given by
1 ∂ Iˆ
1 ∂ Iˆ
∂ Iˆ
θ̂ +
φ̂ +
r̂
r sin φ ∂θ
r ∂φ
∂r
⎤⎡
⎡
⎤
T
1
θ̂
0 0⎥ ⎢
⎥
⎢

⎥⎢
⎢ r sin φ
∂ Iˆ ∂ Iˆ ∂ Iˆ ⎢
⎥⎢ T⎥
1
=
⎥ φ̂ ⎥
⎢ 0
⎥
r 0⎥ ⎢
∂θ ∂φ ∂r ⎢
⎦
⎦⎣
⎣
T
r̂
0
0 1

ˆ φ, r) =
∇I(θ,

(A.27)

(A.28)

where r̂, θ̂, and φ̂ are the spherical basis vectors (deﬁned later). The partials are given by
the general chain rule:
⎡



∂ Iˆ
∂θ

∂ Iˆ
∂φ

∂ Iˆ
∂r




=

∂I
∂xx

∂xx
⎢
∂θ
∂I ⎢
⎢
⎢
∂xy ⎣ ∂x
y
∂θ
⎡

= ∇I(x, y) ⎣

∂xx
∂φ
∂xy
∂φ

⎤
∂xx
⎥
∂r ⎥
⎥
⎥
∂xy ⎦
∂r

(A.29)

⎤

f sin θ tan φ −f cos θ sec2 φ 0
−f cos θ tan φ
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⎦ .

−f sin θ sec2 φ 0

(A.30)

Combining these expressions gives
⎡

⎤

⎡
1
⎢ r sin φ

⎤⎡

⎤
T
0 0⎥ ⎢ θ̂ ⎥
⎥⎢
⎥⎢ T⎥
1
⎥ ⎢φ̂ ⎥
⎥ (A.31)
0
⎥⎣
r
⎦
⎦
T
r̂
0 1

f sin θ tan φ −f cos θ sec2 φ 0 ⎢
⎥⎢
⎦⎢ 0
⎢
2
−f cos θ tan φ −f sin θ sec φ 0 ⎣
0

⎡
 ⎤⎡ T⎤
f sin θ tan φ r sin φ −f cos θ sec2 φ r
θ̂
⎥
⎥⎢
⎢
= ∇I ⎣
⎦⎣ T⎦.


φ̂
−f cos θ tan φ r sin φ −f sin θ sec2 φ r

ˆ φ, r) = ∇I ⎢
∇I(θ,
⎣

(A.32)

This expression can be reduced by substituting for the spherical coordinates


θ = arctan2 xy − cy , xx − cx

(A.33)



φ = arccos − f /r

(A.34)


r =

(xx − cx ) 2 + (xy − cy ) 2 + f 2 ,

(A.35)

which are centered at point (cx , cy , 0)T in cartesian space (f units away from the center
of the planar image). Simplifying Equation (A.32) gives
⎤
⎡
 ⎤ θ̂ T
− sin θ −r cos θ f ⎢
⎥
ˆ φ, r) = ∇I ⎣
⎦⎢ T⎥.
∇I(θ,
 ⎣
⎦
φ̂
cos θ −r sin θ f
⎡

⎤
⎡
T
⎤⎡
⎤
−
θ̂
sin θ cos θ
1 0 ⎢
⎥
⎥
⎦⎣
⎦⎢
= ∇I ⎣
T⎦ ,
 ⎣
−
φ̂
− cos θ sin θ
0 r f

(A.36)

⎡

(A.37)

which is the ﬁrst expression of the gradient in Appendix A.4 — Equation (A.23). This
expression can be further reduced to eliminate the spherical coordinate representation by
substituting for the basis vectors θ̂ and φ̂. The basis vectors are
θ̂
φ̂

T

T


=

=

− sin θ cos θ 0




cos θ cos φ sin θ cos φ − sin φ ,
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(A.38)
(A.39)

and substitution gives
⎡
ˆ φ, r) = ∇I ⎣
∇I(θ,

⎤⎡
⎤⎡
⎤
1 0
sin θ
− cos θ
0
⎦⎣
⎦⎣
⎦ (A.40)

sin θ 0 r f − cos θ cos φ − sin θ cos φ sin φ

sin θ cos θ
− cos θ

⎡
= ∇I ⎣

sin θ cos θ
− cos θ

⎤⎡

sin θ − cos θ

⎦⎣
sin θ cos θ

sin θ

0

r sin φ f

⎤
⎦

⎡
 ⎤
1 0 r cos θ sin φ f
⎦ ,
= ∇I ⎣

0 1 r sin θ sin φ f

(A.41)

(A.42)

where the spherical coordinate expressions have again been used in the reduction. The
remaining trigonometric functions can be eliminated by noting that


cos θ = cos arctan2 xy − cy , xx − cx
=

xx − cx
x−c

(A.43)



=
sin θ = sin arctan2 xy − cy , xx − cx

xy − cy
x−c

(A.44)





1 − f 2 r2 ,
sin φ = sin arccos − f /r
=

(A.45)

where the ﬁrst two result from the deﬁnition of the tangent, sin, and cosine, and the last from
the pythagorean theorem. Substituting and reducing the upper term in Equation (A.42)
r
r
xx − cx

cos θ sin φ =
f
f (xx − cx )2 + (xy − cy )2



1 − f 2 r2

=


1
xx − cx

r2 − f 2
f (xx − cx )2 + (xy − cy )2

=

1
xx − cx

f (xx − cx )2 + (xy − cy )2

=

xx − cx
.
f


(xx − cx )2 + (xy − cy )2 + f 2 − f 2

(A.46)

(A.47)

(A.48)

(A.49)

Similar algebra applies to the lower term in Equation (A.42), so
r
sin θ sin φ =
f
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xy − cy
.
f

(A.50)

Equations (A.49) and (A.50) eliminate the trigonometric functions in Equation (A.42):
⎤
⎡
1 0 (xx − cx )/f
ˆ φ, r) = ∇I ⎣
⎦
∇I(θ,
0 1 (xy − cy )/f


1
= ∇I
∇I · x − c ,
f

(A.51)

(A.52)

and give a concise relationship between the 2-D image gradient ∇I and the 3-D gradient
in the spherical image. This result applies to any measure of the 2-D normal n along an
occluding contour. In general,
⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
n = ⎢
⎢
⎣

⎤
nx

⎥
⎥
⎥
ny
⎥ ,
⎥
⎦
1
n
·
(x
−
c
)
f

(A.53)

where n is the 3-D normal on the occluding contour, x is the position of the 2-D normal in
the image, f is the focal length, and c is the image center.
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